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Editorial
I am very glad to have taken on the editorship of the Journal at a time of many changes, both
for the Society and for the Journal. All things are in motion, after all, and nothing at rest.
Morris, meanwhile, remains one of those figures whom history will never overtake. These
words of E.P. Thompson appeared recently in the somewhat surprising context of a
Guardian editorial (24 May 2015), in which it was suggested that Morris’s bearded visage
might make an appropriate adornment to the Bank of England’s new twenty-pound note,
due to go into circulation within the next five years. Morris’s News from Nowhere belongs to
a lengthy line of utopian texts that envisage the abolition of money. In this regard, one might
think of Plato’s Republic and Thomas More’s Utopia, as well as late Victorian imitators such as
Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward and W.H. Hudson’s A Crystal Age. The Guardian editorial,
then, must have been either a neat exercise in dialectical irony or an example of partial
failure to comprehend the contradictions of Morris’s variousness. As to the Bank’s decision,
we wait with bated breath.
It is almost a truism of Morris studies that ‘interdisciplinarity’ is the order of the day.
Accordingly, in this issue, readers will find Marek Zasempa’s article, offering an extended
close reading of the visual aspects of one of Morris’s early Froissart poems, alongside
Stephen Williams’s and Rob Breton’s explorations of the history of the fin de siècle socialist
movement and Morris’s place within it. It should go without saying that the rubric of ‘Morris
studies’ – if there were such a rubric – encompasses the doings of his friends, family and
other contacts. It is in this respect that Anne Anderson’s meticulously researched article
detailing Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s gifts to Jane Morris continues a tradition of scholarship,
first seriously begun by feminist critics during the 1980s, that has focused on restoring
critical attention to the lives and work of Jane and May, not to forget Jenny. I hope that
future contributions to the Journal will continue to reflect this multi-faceted and many-sided
nature of the subject.
As to the look and feel of the Journal, readers will not fail to notice Andrew Sidford’s
excellent new design and layout, beautiful by force of the mere typography. The cover has
been redesigned by Angus Hyland, as part and parcel of the Society’s new visual identity.
Hall-McCartney, based in Baldock, Hertfordshire, has taken on the responsibility for printing
the Journal. The redesign of the Journal has been overseen by the Society’s Communications
Committee.
As the Journal enters this new chapter in its history, it is important to pay tribute to
those who have done so much to make it what it is today. Much gratitude is due to Rob
Gliddon and the Short Run Press for their sterling work over many years and to David
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Gorman for his unstinting services as a type-setter. Some of the articles in the present issue
were dealt with by the former editor, Patrick O’Sullivan, so this issue is, in a very real sense,
both Patrick’s last and my first. It is thus my pleasure to publish, below, an appreciation of
Patrick’s work for the Journal, written by Jan Marsh, the Society’s President.
On a personal note, I am particularly grateful to Patrick for his help and guidance over
the past several months.
Finally, and regrettably, publication of David and Sheila Latham’s annotated bibliography
for 2012-2013 has been delayed. Readers should be reassured, though, that it will appear in
the next issue.
Owen Holland
Editor
A NOTE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
As the editorship of this Journal passes into new hands, this is an appropriate moment not
just to thank Patrick O’Sullivan and to welcome Owen Holland, but also to pay tribute to
Patrick’s editorship since 2007. The Journal is an essential aspect of The William Morris
Society in maintaining and extending Morris’s legacy, in keeping members and others up to
date with new information and analyses, and in deepening our understanding of his life and
influence in both historical and contemporary contexts.
Owing to Morris’s multifarious activities, from translating Old Norse to designing for
church windows, from managing a profitable business to expounding the theories of Karl
Marx, from launching the first architectural conservation movement to composing postindustrial romances – and that’s not a full list – the editor of the Journal requires wide
knowledge, judgement and a special set of skills, together with the practical, time-consuming
tasks of commissioning, assessing and editing articles, as well as overseeing bi-annual
printing.
On behalf of the Society I wish to thank Patrick for his commitment and achievement
during his time as Editor. Looking back at some issues, I am struck of course by the
coverage of environmental and ‘green’ issues – the ‘ecosocialism’ that blends political with
global approaches – and the related interest in utopias, as explorations of how humans
might imagine a better way of living together on planet Earth. There are also many articles
on art, craft and poetry, and on Morris’s personal life and pleasures, all adding to our
knowledge. The range and diversity of material matches Morris’s own polyvalence.
With a sound sense of scholarship, Patrick has kept high standards for the Journal, and
produced some memorable issues, including a special volume in honour of Peter Faulkner, his
colleague as Reviews Editor. Building on his predecessors’ work he hands on a thriving and
admired publication. The Society is fortunate in its Editors, as with all those who voluntarily fill
the many roles involved, and we extend a very warm welcome to Owen Holland.
Jan Marsh
President of The William Morris Society, September 2015
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‘I thank you so much for thinking me still
worthy of making so lovely a present to’:
Gifts from Dante Gabriel Rossetti to Jane Morris

W

Anne Anderson

ith the centenary of her death in 2014, scholarship turned once
again to examining the complex persona of Janey Burden, wife
of William Morris and muse of Dante Gabriel Rossetti.1
Speculation stills surrounds her relationship with the PreRaphaelite poet and painter, who transformed a girl of humble origins into a goddess.
The exact nature of their so-called love affair will remain shrouded in mystery, as the
key letters charting their emotional entanglement have been destroyed.2
However, the ups and downs of their relationship can also be gleaned by charting
the works given by the artist to his model. These paintings and drawings carry
sentimental associations as well as being of historical significance, numbering
Rossetti’s first ‘souvenir’, a drawing of Janey dated October 1857, and works dating
from the time when their relationship was most intense, including Proserpine and the
Bower Meadow. Janey was still receiving gifts during the late 1870s, apparently after
their intimacy had ended. The nature of these gifts reveals not only an enduring
affection; they also appear to carry symbolic value. She was sent two chalk drawings
for Dante’s Dream in August 1879, predella panels related to Dante’s Dream at the Time of
the Death of Beatrice (1871) for which Janey modelled as Beatrice. Although Janey
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appears to have distanced herself from Rossetti after 1876 (the last major work for
which she sat was Astarte Syriaca), she continued to sit for him, as well as maintaining
their intimate correspondence. Upon his death, she was granted three major chalk
drawings of her own choice from the artist’s studio, plus The Day Dream or Monna
Primavera, which hung over the mantelpiece. Rossetti kept many of his portrait-studies
of Janey, being emotionally unable to part with them; they also formed the basis of
his subject pictures. Writing in January 1870 Rossetti promised:
As soon as you are able to sit to me again I will send you that chalk drawing
to hang up, and indeed may probably do so before if I find I am not needing
it. How nice it would be if I could feel sure I had painted you once for all as
to let the world know what you were; but every new thing I do from you is a
disappointment...3
In 1878 the artist confessed that his studio ‘abounds in the old drawings of you all
round now,- the Scalands one-the Pandora, Proserpine and no less than six others
including the profile, now called Twilight in the autotype’ [later re-titled Perlascura].4
As late as 1879, Rossetti was still creating replicas of the drawings of Pandora and
Proserpine ‘for the market’, as he ‘wouldn’t part with the originals’.5
Upon her mother’s death in 1914 May Morris inherited a considerable body of
works by Rossetti; these were dispersed upon her death in 1938. Some were itemised
in a Memorandum dated 1926, and earmarked to stay at Kelmscott Manor, near
Lechlade, which May wished to preserve as her father’s home. Janey had already
made provision for four important chalk drawings to be given to the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford.6 The remaining works were sold at the auction which followed the
death of Miss Mary Vivian Lobb in March 1939; May bequeathed her long-time
companion a life-interest in the Manor. Given the complexity of identifying these
works, as several were photographic reproductions, those sold in 1939 are considered
in an article to be published at a later date.
By reassembling Janey’s collection, I hope to ascertain how and why certain works
ended up in her possession. I also document their whereabouts at Kelmscott House,
Hammersmith, the family’s London residence from 1878, at 8 Hammersmith
Terrace, May’s London home from 1890, and latterly at the Manor. This record
provides a context for the works that remain at the Manor, while also recognising the
losses resulting from the 1939 auction.
I. The Oxford University Bequest and 1926 Memorandum
Initially leased by Morris and Rossetti in 1871, Kelmscott Manor remained a summer
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retreat for the Morris family until his death in 1896. Giving up Kelmscott House,
Janey also spent summers at the Manor, purchasing it in 1913. It passed to her
younger daughter May the following year. Thus a process of accumulation was begun,
the Manor becoming a repository for the family’s heirlooms and relics; May gave up
her London residence in 1923, intending to live at the Manor all year round. Believing
the Manor enshrined her father’s ethos, May attempted to safeguard its future. In a
letter to Dr Lewis Richard Farnell, Rector of Exeter College, Morris’s college,
regarding the bequest of the Manor to Oxford University, May made her wishes
clear: ‘as the furniture, etc., is arranged and the house remains almost exactly as it
was in my father’s time, I should request that it and the garden too may be kept as far
as is reasonably possible the same’.7 May’s Memorandum of 1926, a codicil to her
will, designated those art works that were to remain at the Manor, even stipulating
where they were to hang.
Although May wished to preserve the ambience of the Manor, she did not
envisage a museum or ‘personality house’ of the type popular today; Hogarth,
Dickens and Agatha Christie, for example, have been memorialised by conserving or
reconstructing their homes. Although the Manor is now presented as the retreat of
William Morris and his family, a place of pilgrimage for those wishing to commune
with the great man, this idea did not occur to May. Her Memorandum shows that
she intended the contents of the Manor to be culled; only objects of historical
significance, which would chronicle her father’s life and perpetuate his artistic
reputation, were to be spared. Few personal items were destined to remain; her
selection would preserve Morris’s ‘public history’ but not the private man. May
imagined a retreat for ‘literary men’, ‘a house of rest for artists, men of letters, scholars
and men of science’; unfortunately, as it was some twenty miles from Oxford, with
primitive amenities, few relished the prospect of isolation at the Manor.8 May’s
injunction to maintain the fabric was impractical; in 1939 the University made
significant structural changes in order to accommodate the new tenants. The Manor
also proved to be a financial burden and in 1962 it passed into the custodianship of
the Society of Antiquaries of London, named in the will as residuary legatee of the
Morris estate. The structure of the house, which was in a parlous state, was rescued
but the interiors could not be reinstated to the condition in which they had been
during May’s or Morris’s day. An inventory, taken in 1967, indicates what was still
extant; conducted room by room this document also records the location of objects
within the Manor. By this time, the original relationships that May had sought to
preserve had been eroded or destroyed.
The fate of Janey’s very personal collection surely reveals May’s ambivalence
toward Rossetti. Time may have distanced complex feelings; on her visit to the Manor,
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Margaret Horton (who was being interviewed for the position of schoolmistress at
the village school) recalled that May took down from the wall two drawings of herself
and her elder sister Jenny; ‘“These are by Rossetti.” I feel her pride. In spite of
everything that happened it is clear that as a child she loved Rossetti’.9 During a long
idyllic summer at Kelmscott in 1873, Rossetti even attempted to usurp the role of
father, rather bizarrely suggesting that he adopt May; her response is surely an index
of Gabriel’s charm, ‘Oh, mother, why didn’t you agree?’.10 She sat for him on
numerous occasions, her features appearing in the Blessed Damozel (1875-9, Lady Lever
Art Gallery) and Rosa Triplex (1874, private collection).
Did May look back upon the ‘Rossetti’ era with affection? She was certainly not
ashamed of her mother’s role as model and muse; in 1911 she took her American
friend John Quinn to see The Blue Silk Dress (1866-68), Rossetti’s magnificent portrait
of Janey, then hanging in the Tate Gallery.11 Quinn, who deemed the oil painting a
‘splendidly rich picture of a beautiful woman’, noted ‘MM now has the bracelet that
Mrs M wore when she posed for the picture. It is dated 1868 but MM. said they got
it in 1871’.12 Jane is also wearing the bracelet in La Pia de’Tolomei (1868-80), a work
which may reflect a developing triangular love affair; the subject has been interpreted
as a commentary on Janey’s relationship with her spouse because La Pia, from the
fifth book of Dante’s Purgatorio, was neglected and persecuted by her husband.
However, as J.B. Bullen observes, the painting may also signify a triangulation of
Rossetti’s neglect of Lizzie Siddal, his dead wife, and his growing ardour for Janey:
‘Jane and Lizzie, the living and the dead, were coming to figure in Rossetti’s disturbed
imagination, and this would certainly not be the last time that he identified these two
women in this way’.13 May bequeathed the bracelet, along with other pieces of
jewellery which feature in Rossetti’s paintings, to the Victoria and Albert Museum
(V&A): a silver girdle worn by Janey in Astarte Syriaca (1877, Manchester), a gold ring
set with one ruby (worn by La Pia); a fine plaited gold chain with a crystal locket, and
an Indian heart brooch of big stones mounted in silver, worn by Fanny Cornforth in
The Blue Bower (1865, Barber Institute). The bracelet, composed of plaited gold wire
and rosettes, resembles a design sketched by Rossetti in 1868; above is inscribed a
cryptic message ‘Sept 1857 X April 14 1868’.14 Jan Marsh and Bullen conjecture that
their affair was consummated during April 1868, their intimacy reaching a ‘new pitch
of intensity’ during the course of painting La Pia de’Tolomei.15 They were at last ‘lovers’
eleven years after Rossetti’s first sighting of her in an Oxford theatre. Bullen’s assertion
that ‘something significant had happened’ is supported by Rossetti’s sonnets ‘Desire’
and ‘Reward’, alluding to sexual longing and fulfilment: ‘Come, beautiful mouth, O
come again!/ Thinking of you at length, Love desires/Sweet dew in your rosy path’.16
The Blue Silk Dress is also seen as expressing Rossetti’s admiration, being inscribed ‘Jane
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Morris AD 1868 D G Rossetti pinxit. Famous for her poet husband, and famous for
her face, may my picture add to her fame’. William Michael Rossetti succinctly
recalled ‘Of course, I know he was madly in love’.17
In the 1926 Memorandum The Blue Silk Dress was located in the Panelled Room
hanging alongside the chalk drawings of May and Jenny produced during that first
halcyon summer at the Manor. May’s inventory itemises the contents of the Manor
by room, allowing their original positions and relationships to be mapped. Hilda
James, who went to work for May in 1922, confirms this grouping at the Manor:
To the left of the door, on the wall, were drawings of the two daughters, then
a little mirror above the doorway to the little room (China closet). Then there
was the painting of Mrs. Morris on the big wall to the left, near the piano.18
The proximity of these works to each other suggests that May understood and
respected their historical, as well as familial, associations.19 They had also hung
together at Kelmscott House, where poet and explorer Wilfred Scawen Blunt had
melodramatically declared ‘and there she sits under the portraits of her youth by
Rossetti and the portraits of her two children as they were twelve years ago, merely
a tomb’.20 Coming into Janey’s life the year after Rossetti’s death, Blunt was fascinated
by her status; given his reputation as a womaniser, he clearly saw her as a trophy to
be won.
A photograph in Country Life, dated 1921, shows Morris’s painting La Belle Iseult
or Guinevere (1858) also hanging in the Panelled Room, ironically on the wall facing
The Blue Silk Dress (Figure 1).21 La Belle Iseult marked Janey’s entry into the PreRaphaelite circle; she was discovered during the so-called Oxford summer of 1857,
when Rossetti and his ‘Brothers in Art’ were painting the Debating Chamber of the
Oxford Union. Janey was spotted at the theatre by Rossetti and Burne-Jones;
according to Bryson they were there to see Ruth Herbert perform.22 This popular
actress was ‘an old enthusiasm’ of Rossetti; he had drawn her on several occasions,
inscribing one portrait drawing ‘Beatrice, Helen, Guinevere Herbert’, but, as Bryson
observes, at that matinee Ruth Herbert’s star was ‘eclipsed by a girl who sat with her
sister in the theatre’.23 Janey broke the Rossetti tradition for flame-haired ‘stunners’,
as her curly locks were dark; she was not a conventional ‘doll-like’ beauty, being longnecked, tall and gangly with large hands and long fingers. Rossetti immediately cast
her as Guinevere; she sat for ‘Sir Lancelot prevented from attaining the Holy Grail
by a vision of Guinevere’, his contribution to the Oxford Union murals.
Suddenly propelled into the new role of artist’s model, one can surmise that Janey,
the daughter of an ostler or stableman, was equally flattered and overwhelmed;
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Figure 1: Looking from the North Hall into the Panelled Room in the north wing of Kelmscott Manor.
Not Used CL 27/08/1921. La Belle Iseult or Guinevere (1858) hanging in the Panelled Room, on the wall
facing The Blue Silk Dress and chalk studies of May Morris and Jenny Morris. (Credit: Country Life)

understandably her father, aware of the dubious social position of the professional
model, was not so keen. Posing for Guinevere, she also met Morris, who was part of
the group painting the Union. After Rossetti was called away by Lizzie Siddall, to
whom he had been unofficially engaged for some years, Janey continued to pose for
Morris, who was working on a new easel painting depicting La Belle Iseult in her
chamber. Morris was soon devoted to his model, emulating Rossetti’s commitment
to Lizzie, the daughter of a Sheffield-born cutler; Marsh contends that at this point
Morris was determined to ‘imitate Gabriel in all respects’.24 Like Miss Siddall, Janey’s
status would soon advance to that of respectable wife. It is said that Morris proposed
by inscribing ‘I cannot paint you, but I love you’ on his drawing of Iseult, implying
that his ardour crippled his ability to capture her likeness.25 To decline Morris’s offer
of marriage would have been unthinkable; as she commented towards the end of
her life: ‘I suppose if I was young again I should do the same again’.26 Conversely, as
poet Algernon Swinburne loquaciously observed, Topsy, as he was known to his
friends, should have been ‘content with that perfect stunner of his-to look at or speak
to. The idea of marrying her is insane. To kiss her feet is the utmost men should
dream of doing’.27 However, marriage was the only course of action which would
preserve Janey’s respectability and enable her to remain within the Pre-Raphaelite
circle.
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After struggling to finish La Belle Iseult, and ‘hating the brute’, Morris appears to
have abandoned the painting; according to W.R. Lethaby, ‘Rossetti took it to finish’
but it apparently ended up in the studio of Ford Madox Brown.28 In June 1874
Rossetti wrote to Oliver (‘Nolly’) Brown, Ford Madox Brown’s son, offering to
purchase the painting for £20; he wanted it ‘as an early portrait of the original, of
whom I have made so many studies myself ’.29 The request came after Rossetti’s
mental and physical break down in June 1872; his desire for an ‘early portrait of the
original’ may have been stirred by nostalgia and lingering regrets. Moreover, by June
1874 he realised that once he left Kelmscott Manor, access to his muse would be
restricted; Morris had expressed his wish to terminate their joint tenancy. Rossetti
abandoned Kelmscott, never to return, in July 1874. Given his state of mind, and
perhaps comprehending its sentimental associations, the painting was apparently
given to Rossetti. After Morris’s death, William Michael Rossetti restored it to Janey;
it was in her possession by 1897.30 As the only completed easel painting attributed to
Morris, dating to a crucial period in his life both personally and artistically, May
obviously deemed La Belle Iseult of national importance; consequently it was
bequeathed to the Tate Gallery.
The Panelled Room clearly enshrined Janey’s status as a Pre-Raphaelite ‘Stunner’,
being further enhanced by a copy of Rossetti’s oil painting Water Willow hung over
the fireplace; it can be seen in a Country Life photograph taken in 1921.31 The original,
dating from 1871, memorialises Rossetti and Janey’s first summer at the Manor, before
his breakdown the following year put increasing strain on their relationship; she holds
willow branches, signifying sorrow and longing. The Manor can be seen in the
background, alongside St George’s, the parish church, and the boat house at the
Manor. Despite the painting’s sentimental value, facing financial difficulties Rossetti
sold it to William Alfred Turner in 1877. It was then purchased from Turner’s
deceased estate by the American collector Samuel Bancroft Jr., and Charles Fairfax
Murray, Rossetti’s studio-assistant, copied the work at Janey’s request: ‘she was to have
had the picture, it being a great favourite of hers’.32 She was delighted with the result;
‘it is so kind of you to take all the trouble and then give it to me. You can’t think how
very much I shall prize it.’33
Basing her selection on their value as true likenesses, May itemised only four
drawings of her mother in the 1926 Memorandum. The very last entry records ‘2
Drawings D.G.R. of Mrs Morris’; these are probably the double portrait study for
the head of the Virgin in Rossetti’s altarpiece The Seed of David, Llandaff Cathedral
(1858-64). The Inventory and Valuation describes these as ‘D.G. Rossetti: “Mrs Morris”
Two charcoal drawings one dated 1861’.34 Secured for the artist through the auspices
of the architect John Pollard Seddon, the altarpiece presented Rossetti with a
10 | VOL. XXI, NO. 3, 2015 | THE JOURNAL OF WILLIAM MORRIS STUDIES

challenge. He worked on the triptych intermittently from 1858 until its completion
in 1864. Morris posed as King David. Ruth Herbert was the original model for the
Virgin; Janey replaced her in 1861.35 Did Rossetti intend to reinforce the iconography
of his Adoration through his choice of models or was this simply fortuitous? His stated
aim was the congruence of different classes coming together to worship the Lord:
It is intended to show Christ sprung from high and low in the person of David,
who was both Shepherd and King, and worshipped by high and low—a King
and a Shepherd —at his nativity. Accordingly in the centre-piece an angel is
represented leading the Shepherd and King to worship in the stable at the
feet of Christ, who is in his mother’s arms. She holds his hand for the
Shepherd, and his foot for the King, to kiss—so showing the superiority of
poverty over riches in the eyes of Christ.
Christ sprang from David Shepherd, and even so
From David King, being born of high and low.
The Shepherd lays his crook, the King his crown
Here at Christ’s feet, and high and low bow down.36
Janey was a ‘low born’ working-class girl married to ‘high born’ university educated,
independently wealthy gentleman. Fittingly she was now an authentic model for the
Madonna: when Rossetti drew the study around Christmas 1860 she was within a
month of giving birth to her first daughter; Jane Alice, always known as ‘Jenny’,
arrived on 17 January 1861. May deemed these studies of her mother ‘particularly
valuable as portraiture in their freedom from type-exaggeration’; they clearly held
value as ‘true’ likenesses.37 The 1938 probate inventory places these works, at the time
framed together, in ‘Miss Morris’s room’.38 They can also be seen hanging over the
fireplace at 8 Hammersmith Terrace (Figure 2).39
Another family treasure Mrs Morris/Jane Burden 1857, inscribed ‘J.B. AETAT XVII’
and dated ‘DRG Oxoniae primo delt Oct 1857’, can be seen hanging on the wall
opposite. This is considered to be the earliest portrait of Janey aged only seventeen.40
As Janey was born on 19 October 1839, the drawing may have been a gift, intended as
a keepsake of her first ‘sitting’ for the artist, or as an indirect payment. Marsh notes
that it was certainly presented to Janey and she kept it for the rest of her life; the drawing
therefore marks a watershed in three intertwined lives.41 In a photograph from 1921,
the drawing can be seen hanging beside the four-poster bed in Morris’s bedroom.42 The
1926 Memorandum also places it in Morris’s bedroom (‘Early pencil drawing of Mrs
Morris’), while the 1938 probate inventory describes this work as Miss Morris’ Mother.43
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Figure 2: Dining Room, 8 Hammersmith Terrace, 1923? Over the mantel piece, double portrait of Jane
Morris, study of the head of the Virgin (1861) for the Seed of David Altarpiece, Llandaff Cathedral (1858-64).
On the wall opposite Mrs Morris/Jane Burden 1857, inscribed ‘J.B. AETAT XVII’ and dated ‘DRG Oxoniae
primo delt Oct 1857’. Also on this wall, the Blessed Damozel (1876) sold at the 1939 Kelmscott Manor
auction, Lot 309 (Grenville L. Winthrop Bequest, Fogg/Harvard Museum of Art, gifted 1943). Below is May
Morris’s June embroidered frieze with a view of Kelmscott Manor (c.1909/10; William Morris Gallery).
(Credit:Victoria and Albert Museum, London)

The drawing Mrs Morris lying on a sofa, dated 12 August 1870, currently hanging
in the Panelled Room at Kelmscott Manor, was listed in the 1967 inventory with an
uncertain provenance.44 The 1926 Memorandum mentions a ‘Pencil drawing of Mrs
Morris’ in the Passage Room; fortunately the Inventory and Valuation gives a more precise
description, ‘D.G. Rossetti Mrs Morris Reclining pencil drawing’ in the Passage
Room.45 As Fiona MacCarthy observes, ‘[t]here remains the mystery of the ill health
of Mrs Morris, who took to the sofa in 1869, at the age of twenty-nine, and never
really left it’; Janey’s health became precarious around 1869-70.46 Wendy Parkins has
discussed at length the nature of her ‘illness’, which has been viewed as both physically
real and psychosomatic.47 Some authorities have deemed it convenient or even
strategic, a means of keeping her husband at a distance or retreating from Rossetti’s
demands.48 Her most cited symptom was chronic back pain, although she was still
able to travel (by train, boat and even a gondola) in a semi-recumbent position. The
large cane Regency couch from ‘Queen Square with embroidered fittings’ has
survived. It was listed in May’s Memorandum in the Panelled Room; it has been
relocated to Burlington House, London.
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Rossetti’s first dated ‘couch’ drawing is notated ‘July 14 1869’.49 A sequence which
follows spans the period April to November 1870.50 These drawings were intimate
studies, in pencil or pen-and-ink, rather than the more elaborate coloured chalks he
used for formally posed drawings. They were good likenesses, largely free ‘from typeexaggeration’. Several of these ‘couch’ drawings remained in Rossetti’s possession,
being sold after his death. Others were given to friends; Marie Spartali Stillman
acquired a drawing dated 26 July 1870 bequeathing it to her step-daughter Mrs Bella
Middleton.51 Janey gave another drawing dated 27 July 1870 to Mr and Mrs Watts
Dunton on their marriage in 1905; it is now in the British Museum.52 Janey possessed
at least three other ‘couch’ drawings; one notated ‘Scalands April 30 1870’ can be
seen hanging in the photograph of Mrs Morris’s room at Kelmscott House (Figure 3),
indicating it was in her possession until 1896.53 It was acquired by John Bryson, who
reproduced it on the front cover of Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Jane Morris: Their
Correspondence (1976), and donated to the Ashmolean in 1977. Another, ‘Mrs Morris
lying on a sofa, pencil drawing, 1870’, identified by Surtees as Mrs Morris 25th July
1870, was Lot 326 at the 1939 Kelmscott Sale; it can be seen hanging in the Dining
Room at 8 Hammersmith Terrace, in an undated photograph (c.1914?) (Figure 4). It
was purchased by John Bryson and subsequently acquired through the dealers
Colnaghi by the Museum of Fine Arts Boston in March 1958.54 Hanging next to this
is a drawing dated 6 January 1872; part of the Cecil French Bequest it was assigned
to the British Museum in 1954.55 This drawing was not mentioned in the Inventory
and Valuation nor does it appear in the Kelmscott sales catalogue, which suggests it was
no longer in May’s possession.
Two other mementoes commemorating the relationship between Rossetti and
Janey are mentioned in the 1926 Memorandum; ‘Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy,
containing a pen and ink drawing of Mrs Morris by DGR’, given to her at Christmas
1873, and the Vita Nuova (1829) inscribed ‘Jane Morris from D.G. Rossetti, 1878’.
As executor of May’s literary estate, Robert Steele’s allocation of letters to the
British Museum included a number accompanied by drawings. One, dated 21 July
1869, contained the famous cartoon The Ms at Ems. During the summer of 1869,
Morris accompanied Janey for her to take the ‘cure’ at Bad Ems in Hesse-Nassau;
although at the time Rossetti wrote the poem ‘Secret Parting’, their correspondence
remained open and affectionate. The cartoon was to prepare her for the worst; either
seven tumblers of spa water or seven volumes of Morris’s poems; the first volume of
The Earthly Paradise had been published in 1868. Both Rossetti and Burne-Jones
delighted in producing cartoons in which Morris is the butt of the joke. These appear
to have been taken in good spirit; Janey was also sent The German Lesson and Resolution
or The Infant Hercules, in which an angry Morris is trapped in a glass of spa water.56
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Figure 3: Mrs Morris’s room at Kelmscott House,
c. 1896. Hanging on the far wall, a ‘couch’ drawing
by Rossetti notated ‘Scalands April 30 1870’. It was
acquired by John Bryson, who reproduced it on the
front cover of Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Jane Morris:
Their Correspondence (1976), and given to the
Ashmolean in 1977.Also seen on this wall ‘Jenny and
May’ is a watercolour by George Howard, Earl of
Carlisle (Society of Antiquaries). Located in May’s
1926 Memorandum in the Panelled Room; Hobbs
and Chambers, Inventory and Valuation, p. 15, no. 155.
(Credit: Hammersmith and Fulham Archives)

Figure 4: Dining Room, 8 Hammersmith Terrace,
c.1914? Hanging to the left is ‘Mrs Morris lying on a
sofa, pencil drawing, 1870’, identified by Surtees as
Mrs Morris 25th July 1870. Lot 326 at the 1939
Kelmscott Sale, it was purchased by John Bryson
and subsequently acquired through the dealers
Colnaghi by the Museum of Fine Arts Boston
(1958). Hanging next to this is a ‘couch’ drawing
dated ‘6 January 1872’; part of the Cecil French
Bequest it was assigned to the British Museum in
1954. Running around the top of the room is part
of the Triumphal Procession of the Emperor
Maximilian, a monumental sixteenth-century series
of woodcut prints by several artists, including Hans
Burgkmair and Albrecht Durer, commissioned by
the Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian I. The
composite image was printed from over 130
separate wood blocks; a total of 139 are known.The
prints were restruck in 1883 and 1884 as Jahrbuch
der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerhöchsten
Kaiserhauses. Given his interests, the Triumphal
Procession of the Emperor Maximilian, would have
appealed to Morris, who also owned Durer’s
Apocalypse (Kelmscott Manor). (Credit: Emery
Walker Trust)

Figure 5: Mrs Morris’s Room at Kelmscott House,
c. 1896. Hanging over the fireplace, from left to right
are: Water Willow, print (Kelmscott Manor); La
Ghirlandata, pen and ink study’ (untraced); ‘Roman
Widow, pen and ink study’, 7 1/8 x 6 ½ in
(Ashmolean);‘Proserpine, pen and ink study’ 8 ½ x 4
¼ in (Ashmolean); below, ‘Blessed Damozel, chalk
drawing 1879’, 15 11/16 x 36 5/8 in (1876, Grenville
L.Winthrop Bequest, Fogg/Harvard Museum of Art)
(Credit: Hammersmith and Fulham Archives)
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Many of Rossetti’s gifts were hung in Janey’s private domain; studies of the Blessed
Damozel, La Ghirlandata, the Roman Widow and Proserpine can be identified over the
fireplace in her room (Figure 5). Janey also acquired four major works by the artist
upon his death; two of these, Reverie (1868, Ashmolean) and Perlascura (1871,
Ashmolean) were displayed in the Dining Room of Kelmscott House.
II. Rossetti’s Bequest
In his will dated 8 April 1882, the day before he died, Rossetti granted Janey the pick
of his studio: ‘three of the largest and best of the chalk drawings for the subjects of
which she sat that are now hanging in my studio at Cheyne Walk Chelsea aforesaid
to be selected by her and also the profile head of her in chalk now hanging over the
mantelpiece in the studio’.57 The latter was The Day Dream or Monna Primavera (187278), which may be the original drawing of 1872; Janey sits in the branches of a
sycamore tree holding a sprig of honeysuckle.58 In the popular Victorian Language of
Flowers, this sweet-smelling climbing plant symbolised the bonds of love; here it alludes
to the relationship between artist and model. Catherine Gaskell, upon visiting the
studio in July 1879, was ‘immensely struck with the one [study] seated in the tree’;
‘So the old studies of you go on being useful yet’.59 Indeed, Rossetti’s faithful patron
Constantine Ionides commissioned an oil painting (1880, V&A) from this original
drawing.60 In addition to The Day Dream, Janey chose Perlascura (1871), Pandora (1871)
and Reverie (1868).61
Reverie was based on a photograph of Janey posed by Rossetti and taken by John
R. Parsons at Cheyne Walk in July 1865; Rossetti valued Reverie as a good likeness of
Janey. He described the work as ‘that drawing of you with the head resting on the
hand’, declaring ‘[I] think it certainly the best I have done’.62 At Kelmscott House,
Reverie was hung in the Dining Room, over a doorway and facing Perlascura on the
opposite wall, as seen in photographs taken by Emery Walker dating from 1896.63
Janey also chose Proserpine; this sexually charged work being conceived during their
first summer at the Manor.64 Dated 1871, this chalk drawing is now considered to be
the ‘study’ for the versions in oil of which there are bewildering variants.
Perlascura (1871), a beautiful profile of Janey, was named in recognition of the
sitter’s complexion, emphasising her colouring; Rossetti considered this profile ‘much
the most like you’.65 Inspired by this work Rossetti planned Perlascura Twelve Coins for
One Queen, twelve autotypes accompanied by a sonnet, in homage to his muse.
Although this project was never realised, he intended to include Janey as Silence, Water
Willow, La Pia de’ Tolomei, Pandora, Proserpine, Mariana, Astarte Syriaca and Mnemosyne.
Perlascura was photographically reproduced by the English Picture Publishing
Company; Frederick Shields, a partner in the company, later renamed the Fine Art
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Autotype Company, had fired Rossetti’s enthusiasm for this new process.66 He
explored its potential in a series of quality-control tests based on the chalk drawing
Silence (1870). Proofs were eventually pulled and the reproduction published in 1877;
in December, Rossetti informed Janey:
I think it probable that the large profile head of you which was autotyped
(Perlascura) and of which I retouched a copy for a fresh negative may be
immediately reprinted and published. The Silence you know is out. They have
tried the drawing that I did at Scalands in several forms but they never get the
tone to please me nor will they, I am sure, without retouching and a fresh
negative.67
Rossetti sent Janey autotypes of Silence and Perlascura in June 1878.68 Silence, dating
from 1870, was to be accompanied with the text:
Silence holds in one hand a branch of peach, the symbol used by the ancients;
its fruit being held to resemble the human heart and its leaf the human tongue.
With the other hand she draws together the veil enclosing the shrine in which
she sits.69
Many have read the symbolic peach as alluding to their clandestine love, about which
both parties must remain silent.
In addition to Silence and Perlascura, Janey was sent an autotype from the ‘Scalands
drawing’ the following year:
How dear of you to stick to your old belief in me and my doings and to frame
and hang the autotypes. I have another autotype (not published) from the
Scalands drawing, but I never thought it thoroughly good. Of course it shall
be yours if you care to have it.70
The ‘Scalands’ drawing, still in the artist’s studio in 1878, must date from Rossetti
and Janey’s sojourn on the Scalands estate owned by the suffragist and painter
Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon. This episode is now seen as a prelude to their
intimacy at Kelmscott. Janey arrived on 12 April, lodging at Fir Bank while Rossetti
stayed at Scalands Farm; Marsh conjectures that they saw each other ‘on a daily basis
for three intimate weeks’.71 Apparently Morris ungrudgingly came to escort Janey
home, all three travelling back to London on 9 May; as Marsh observes, ‘[n]ow, lady,
husband and lover were as well-established as Guinevere, Arthur and Lancelot’.
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Rossetti was afforded ample time to sketch his ‘lady’; many of the ‘Couch’ drawings
date from this interlude. These drawings, recalling their closeness, were clearly
charged with romantic sentiment for both parties. Rossetti treasured ‘The old head
of you done at Scalands’; forming the basis of a new work undertaken in 1879,
Rossetti reflected ‘the head is as like you I think as if done from nature’.72
Rossetti was possibly referring to La Donna Della Finestra or Lady of the Window as
the ‘Scalands drawing’; this subject from Dante’s Vita Nuova allowed Rossetti to
conceive Janey as his Lady of Pity. William Michael Rossetti claimed that this was
the first autotype to be published: ‘In February one of Rossetti’s large chalk heads,
Donna della Finestra […] was being autotyped for sale; and it was soon afterwards
followed by the Silence, and by the Head of Dante, a study for the figure in the picture
of Dante’s Dream’.73 There are two companion studies of La Donna Della Finestra dating
to 1870; the pastel remaining in the studio was sold at Rossetti’s deceased estate sale
(Lot 35) and is now in the Whitworth Art Gallery.74 Marillier considered this to be
the earlier of the two; the other was sold or donated to H. Virtue Tebbs (Bradford
City Art Gallery).75
Janey also owned a reproduction of Water Willow (1871, Birmingham), another
chalk drawing which Rossetti proposed issuing as an autotype; this drawing is
considered to be a preliminary study for the oil with Janey holding a pansy, a symbol
of love and remembrance, rather than willow boughs. Janey would fittingly adopt
the pansy or ‘heartsease’ as her personal emblem. Both works relate to Rossetti’s group
of ‘Willowwood’ sonnets dating from December 1868, which centres on the poet’s
suffering and the hope of fulfilment. The 1938 Inventory and Valuation placed a ‘framed
engraving “The Water Willow” after D.G. Rossetti’ in the Green Room; the print
can also be seen in Mrs Morris’s room at Kelmscott House, hanging to the left of the
fireplace (Figure 5).76 Many of the treasures seen in this photograph were dispersed
at the Kelmscott sale:
308 ‘Dante’s Dream, 2 chalk drawings 1879’ (£28)
309 ‘Blessed Damozel, chalk drawing 1879’ (£15)
313 ‘La Ghirlandata, pen and ink study’ (£11)
326 ‘Mrs Morris lying on a sofa, pencil drawing, 1870’ (£16)
335 ‘Bower Meadow, pen and ink study’ (£8)
336 ‘Roman Widow, pen and ink study’ (£9)
337 DGR Mrs Morris and William Morris, 2 pencil drawings
The 1938 Inventory and Valuation places the majority of these works in May’s bedroom,
essentially her private domain; although they clearly held historical and sentimental
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value they were not to figure in the public history of Kelmscott Manor. The residue
of her estate – those items not specifically mentioned in her will – were bequeathed
to Miss Lobb, who was granted a ‘life-interest’ in the Manor. Upon her death, they
were consigned for auction on 19 and 20 July 1939. Their significance and eventual
dispersal is considered in a separate article.
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William Morris’s Practical Joke

I

Rob Breton

n ‘How I Became a Socialist’ (1894), William Morris uses the term ‘practical
Socialism’, italicising practical, to describe the kind of socialism that he had
adopted just over a decade earlier. It is a provocative term for a number of
reasons. First, he had been a practical artist, insisting upon and making
beautiful works of art that were useful – chairs to sit in, candleholders to hold candles.
Though not approaching the idea of use-value in the same way as might an earlier
generation of Gradgrindian utilitarians, in ‘The Lesser Arts’ (1878) Morris
nonetheless said that ‘nothing can be a work of art which is not useful’.1 The term
‘practical Socialism’ might imply that his activist politics were an extension of his art
and the philosophies behind it; he was, after all, primarily interested in ‘making
socialists’ by presenting visions of a socialist future that were just and fair, but also
beautiful and full of true enjoyment. David Lloyd and Paul Thomas, on the other
hand, see Morris’s explicit turn to socialism during the 1880s as evidence that he
‘displaced’ his ‘backwards’ art ‘in its entirety’, and even that his politics signalled an
intransigent rejection of art.2 The word ‘practical’ suggests action, as opposed to the
contemplative world of art, however useful that art might be. It suggests the
application of ideas, and the need to test philosophies and beliefs in the ‘real’ world.
In ‘The Society of the Future’ (1887), Morris seems to confirm the opposition of art
and action by saying ‘the function of the reformers now alive is not so much prophecy
as action’.3 In using the term ‘practical Socialism’, was Morris conceding the idealism
of prophecy and vision for the gradualness of practical action?
Even more problematically, the word ‘practical’ also implies compromise,
especially in a political context. ‘Practical politics’, meaning what actually takes place
in political life, or realpolitik, was a phrase that Benjamin Disraeli had used in Vivian
Grey (1826) to distinguish between day-to-day political actions (and political theatre),
on the one hand, and political ideals on the other. Mediating between Socialist League
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(SL) parliamentarians and anarchists, Morris needed to seek compromises, and his
reputation for having patience with the SL, despite episodes of pronounced
frustration, has been well documented.4 In her biography of Morris, Fiona
MacCarthy suggests that Morris resisted practical politics, seeing ‘his real value as his
capacity to stand back and take the broader view’, and yet as a founding member of
the League he had to be involved in developing positions on trade unionism, women’s
rights, education and other reformist measures that were social but not necessarily
socialist.5 ‘Practical politics’, however, after Disraeli, meant more than policy; it meant
a rejection of political ideals. This paper is an attempt to make sense of Morris’s
repeated claim to have adopted ‘practical Socialism’ in ‘How I Became a Socialist’,
because I do not think that he aspired to compromise and dreamed of mediocrity.
Morris’s endorsement of the term ‘practical Socialism’ might be understood as a
gesture to confirm his renewed commitment to the Social Democratic Federation
(SDF) and its approach to bringing about a socialist state, ostensibly rejected when
he broke with the group in 1884. Published on 16 June 1894, ‘How I Became a
Socialist’ was the first full-length article that Morris wrote for Justice, the journal of
the SDF, after his partial reconciliation with the group that he had split from ten years
earlier. The SDF had declared itself decidedly practical.6 I argue, conversely, that
rather than interpreting Morris’s use of the term as a sort of olive branch, it should
be read ironically, meaning that Morris was continuing to demonstrate his reluctance
to define socialism as a narrowly political goal that might be achieved through
parliamentarian and reformist measures. He uses the term ‘practical Socialism’
deviously and in order to challenge members of the SDF who would reduce socialism
to a purely political or economic arrangement, or promote it in that way. By
presenting himself as having been both an unwavering idealist and an adherent of
‘practical Socialism’ since his conversion in 1883, Morris shows a little of the uneasiness
he had in re-affiliating himself with the SDF and its ‘stepping-stone’ approach to
achieving socialism. Commenting on ‘How I Became a Socialist’, E. P. Thompson
argues that Morris ‘inserted a humorous reference to his own difficulties with [Marx’s]
Capital, and an insistence upon the importance of cultural questions to the Socialist
movement: both very salutary rebuffs to the doctrinaire and mechanical outlook of
some of the SDF’.7 I take this idea a step further, arguing that Morris was gently
mocking the SDF by emphasising that he had been a practical socialist during the
early 1880s. Trumpeting ‘practical Socialism’, Morris appears to be making a huge
concession, reversing the principled anti-palliation and anti-parliamentarian stance
that played some part in his leaving the SDF in the first place. Morris, however, claims
to have been ‘practical’ as early as 1883, the year during which he joined the group,
which was then known as the Democratic Federation. In 1884, he left it to form the
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SL. By looking at Morris’s use of the term ‘practical Socialism’ in ‘How I Became a
Socialist’, and the way he uses it leading up to that essay, as well as the continued
allegiance he shows to Ruskin and Carlyle and their work on ‘the mechanical age’, I
want to demonstrate that Morris’s declaration of practicality should primarily be
understood as a critique of the SDF’s rigid economic presentism and as an
opportunity to redefine what practical socialism might be.8
Instead of associating practical socialism with parliament and compromise, or
simply with economic ‘reality’, Morris likely considered himself ‘practical’ insofar as
he sought, in 1883, to become a useful, working, active socialist. Having been both
an uncompromising and practical artist, Morris associated practical action with hard
work and giving money and time to the cause.9 Never one to enjoy public speaking
and contentious argument, he especially disliked to go ‘a-preaching’, but, beginning
in 1885, and apparently having decided to embrace ‘practical Socialism’, he forced
himself on Sunday mornings to do just that.10 Speaking again on his conversion to
socialism in ‘How Shall We Live Then’ (1889), a lecture which was unpublished
during Morris’s lifetime, he explicitly aligns the ‘practical Socialist’ with necessary but
unenjoyable work:
Of course with the longing for equality went the perception of the necessity
for the abolition of private property; so that I became a Communist before I
knew anything about the history of Socialism or its immediate aims. And I
had to set to work to read books decidedly distasteful to me, and to do work
which I thought myself quite unfit for and get myself into absurd messes and
quarrels like a schoolboy with people I liked in order to become a practical
Socialist – which rank I have no doubt some of you don’t think I have gained
yet. But all that did not matter because I had once again fitted a hope to my
work and could take more than all the old pleasure in it; my bitterness
disappeared and – in short I was born again.11
This is not the only time Morris would playfully point out that he was disparaged by
some socialists for not being practical, in this case ‘practical’ meaning merely the
ability to master economic language, but he insists that he can be comfortable with
the term because it should simply mean the work-a-day dedication to bringing about
true socialism, not a capitulation to economism or electoralism. He came to socialism
as an artist who was already grounded in forms of productivity that included
handwork; upon his conversion, he was not inclined towards theoretical pursuits and
armchair commentary, having to force himself to read Marx. In an 1884 letter to
Andreas Scheu, criticising Fabian permeation strategies, Morris wrote that ‘I cannot
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yet forgo the hope of our forming a Socialist party which shall begin to act in our
own time, instead of a merely theoretical association in a private room with no hope
but that of gradually permeating cultivated people with our aspirations’.12 MacCarthy
insists that the reference to a ‘party’ here simply means a group, and not a political
party, but, in any case, Morris was determined to be a practical socialist in the sense
that he wanted to engage himself with the hands-on efforts needed to have an
immediate and direct impact on bringing about the change. As many in the Democratic
Federation, the group which would later become the SDF, also rejected theoretical
socialism, calling themselves practical because they promulgated action over theory,
the pairing seemed appropriate. However, despite a belief in the virtues of parliament
and palliation, members of the SDF, especially its leader Henry Hyndman, also
implied a preference for violent revolution, which in 1884 Morris considered a
‘theatrical’ gesture, given that ‘there is no movement among the workers’.13 Morris
thought that the practical work of socialism was first and foremost educational and
was disappointed that the SDF had ‘entirely given up that side of things’.14
In describing himself as practical in ‘How I Became a Socialist’, Morris also
attends to the criticism he faced when converting. Nicholas Salmon notes that, in
1883, ‘[i]n the Manchester Examiner and Times his views were contemptuously dismissed
as “unpractical” while the Manchester Weekly Times hoped that […] when he ventured
into the sphere of political debate he would “have something less impracticable […]
to say”’.15 Moreover, by calling himself practical, Morris draws attention to the lack
of any clear and meaningful usage of the term by socialists during the 1880s and 90s.
Was it practical to participate in parliament? Or was revolutionary action practical?
What exactly was the relationship between economic discourse and practical efforts,
especially when practicality was also promoted as the opposite of theory and armchair
intellectualism? Were the Fabians being practical – a word they used to identify
themselves – by promulgating evolutionary change or were they impractical, merely
an intellectual association? Was opportunism practical, the making of questionable
allies, and even political intrigue? Did being practical simply mean the suspension of
principle and the rejection of ‘romantic’ idealism? If so, would rejecting romantic or
utopian socialism imply an allegiance to Marxian scientific socialism? Was practical
socialism a matter of time, what can be done in the present day as opposed to a
futuristic goal?
Morris proceeded to call himself practical in ‘How I Became a Socialist’ without
defining the term, only emphasising that he was simultaneously practical and an
idealist, constantly pursuing ‘the realization of the ideal’. The conversion story he
offers in the essay on how he became practical is also far from illuminating. Morris
explains that, overwhelmed by the ugliness of civilisation and feeling ‘in for a fine
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pessimistic end of life’, he has a Carlylean moment of yea-saying as it dawns upon
him that ‘the seeds of a great change, what we call Social Revolution, were beginning
to germinate’. He does not make clear who planted these seeds. He then says: ‘and
all I had to do then in order to become a Socialist was to hook myself onto the
practical movement’, ostensibly the SDF. Still, he does not make explicit what he
means by ‘the practical movement’, and he dims any possible praise offered to the
SDF as his beacon of light by adding that he has tried to ‘hook’ himself to the
practical movement ‘as well as I could’. The ‘realization of the ideal’ involves hard,
practical work and so, he vaguely explains, he joined the (then) Democratic
Federation, or ‘fell into it’. He suggests that part of the process of becoming fully
practical involved rejecting the hard-line approach of the anarchists in the SL: ‘[s]uch
finish to what of education in practical Socialism as I am capable of I received
afterwards from some of my Anarchist friends, from whom I learned, quite against
their intention, that Anarchism was impossible’. Morris uses the same logic to explain
how he discovered the problems of liberal reformism by reading John Stuart Mill’s
posthumously published ‘Chapters on Socialism’ (1879). He credits Mill for putting
the ‘finishing touch to my conversion’.16 Alerting readers to his habit of overturning
authorial intention, Morris invites critical independence of mind and promotes
resistance to mechanical allegiances to political ideologies. If Morris is supposed to
be explaining his reconciliation with the SDF, he seems to be doing so in a somewhat
underhanded way.
He begins ‘How I Became a Socialist’ by defining socialism as an economic and
political arrangement that is simply the opposite of capitalism, but the essay develops
in other directions. He insists throughout that practical socialism is not about
compromise and partial reforms, but merely the means by which an ideal can be
realised:
I feel that I might never have been drawn into the practical side of the question
if an ideal had not forced me to seek towards it. For politics as politics, i.e.,
not regarded as a necessary if cumbersome and disgustful means to an end,
would never have attracted me, nor when I had become conscious of the
wrongs of society as it now is, and the oppression of poor people, could I have
ever believed in the possibility of a partial setting right of those wrongs.17
This is not a ringing endorsement of practical socialism or of politics of any kind.
Though he also insists that he did not become a ‘mere railer against progress’, the
final paragraph of the essay makes it clear that to put ‘the question of art and
cultivation’ before practical questions of ‘knife and fork’ assumes a false dichotomy
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between the two, for true socialism means ‘the enjoyment of real pleasure’ that would
be ‘felt to be as necessary to man as his daily bread’.18 The pursuit of art and the
visionary is equally part and parcel of a very practical course towards socialism. Using
the term ‘practical Socialism’ in ‘How I Became a Socialist’, Morris gives priority to
the cultural, lifestyle aspects of socialism beyond the political or economic. Converting
the public to socialism by offering an education in the ideal was for Morris a practical
strategy.
Morris’s repeated use of the term is made even more conspicuous when we
consider that after his departure from the SDF, in a number of his writings from the
1880s and early 90s, Morris specifically undermines the idea of practical socialism
and those who call themselves practical socialists. In an article for Commonweal entitled
‘On Some “Practical” Socialists’ (18 February 1888), Morris shows frustration with
the appropriation of the term by those who would reduce the movement to a deep
investment in the study of economics and economic language.19 Mastering concepts
such as ‘surplus value’ or ‘the iron law of wages’ is important in case one is confronted
with non-socialists who use terms like ‘surplus value’ or ‘the iron law of wages’, he
says, but the emphasis on the economic or ‘practical questions’, which he also
understands as the sign of ‘militant socialism’, creates two problems: first, that one
will tend to ‘read the present into the future’ and think that when we have entered a
new socialist age a term like ‘surplus value’ will still be at all relevant. This kind of
presentism is also the basis of Morris’s critique of Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward
(1888). His insistence that we see ‘through the murky smoked glass of the present
condition of life’ also relates, of course, to his ‘hatred of modern civilization’, a
particularly thick line of continuity in Morris’s work. The second problem with ‘the
too entire absorption in the economic view of Socialism’ is that it leads to ‘the ignoring
of all its other aspects’. He then adds that ‘[t]he kind of Socialist who is most likely
to be caught by these traps is he who considers himself as specially practical’. In the
following issue of Commonweal (25 February 1888), Thomas Binning, a London-based
trade unionist and SL member, responded somewhat harshly to Morris’s criticism,
saying at one point that it is ‘all very well for people in comfortable circumstances to
go in for the “whole hog” […] and to make light of ameliorative changes in the
conditions of the workers’.20 As editor of Commonweal, Morris had asked Binning to
publish his objections to the initial article. Morris then briefly commented that
Binning had missed the mark, insofar as Morris was only making the point that the
‘ideal’ is too easily lost by ‘practical Socialists’ and that focusing on the ideal can be
educational, a tool to convert the public to socialism. The 10 March issue of
Commonweal has further correspondence on the debate over practical socialism, with
Tim Bobbin and William Blundell defending Morris and the ‘non-politicals’.
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Addressing ‘Practical Socialism’ in an earlier issue of Commonweal (29 May 1886),
Morris had expressed the same resistance to technical questions about the future. He
had been asked: ‘(1) Will there be any shopkeepers or public houses in the new state
of society, and if not how are things to be exchanged? (2) Will there be any money
used? (3) Who will superintend workmen in factories, etc.?’. He answers the questions
patiently, but one can easily hear his exasperation with their short-sightedness. Morris
begins his reply by saying that ‘[w]hen the plan is visible the new state of Society will
be realized, it cannot be visible before’. He does go on to answer the questions, if
vaguely, and he does admit that questions about money are important, as are
questions about personal property and individual choice, but he would repeatedly
insist that we cannot define the socialism of the future by the terms we have inherited
in the present. Merely addressing ‘practical questions’ limits the political imagination,
restricting what socialism could become by tying it to the present, real world. The in
toto rejection of the present world is both the principle for the rejection of certain
kinds of ‘practical Socialism’ and a confirmation of his earlier work as a poet and
artist. He goes on to say to the correspondent in the Commonweal that ‘[o]f course
there will be distributors of goods’, and then, in parenthesis, ‘(which goods will, I
hope, include drinks, as we shall it is to be hoped be able to enjoy ourselves without
bestiality on one side, so shall not need total abstinence ritual on the other)’.21 On the
one hand we can hear the patient, kind, deeply human Morris; on the other hand,
his frustration with the lifeless, mechanical nature of the so-called practical
perspective, with being dragged into the business of tinkering, of speaking
‘realistically’ (as in what is realistic in contemporary life), is unmistakable in the wilfully
casual, distracted and rambling nature of the reply.
The idea and image of the practical socialist is further ridiculed in News from
Nowhere (1890), in the chapter ‘How the Change Came’, the title of which sets up
readers to expect a blueprint for bringing about change in their own world. Old
Hammond explains that a group of well-meaning socialists, in trying to mobilise ‘the
huge mass of the oppressed classes’, attempted to better conditions gradually through
piecemeal reform, ‘by hook or crook’, until they could bring about ‘practical equality’.
Hammond parenthetically adds that ‘they were very fond of using the word
“practical”’. The notion that small, practical improvements in the conditions of the
lives of the poor would lead to meaningful and substantial change is nicely dismissed:
‘as a theory this was not altogether unreasonable; but “practically”, it turned out to
be a failure’.22 Linking practical socialists, reformers and parliamentarians with
theoretical success but material, practical failure comically underlines Morris’s belief
in holistic change and his view that a new socialist society cannot emerge out of the
machinery of a capitalist society. What else could Morris then be doing but gently
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mocking the preoccupations of some British socialists with practicality and practical
strategies to engender socialism when, in ‘How I Became a Socialist’, he calls himself
a ‘practical Socialist’? Thompson notes that when Morris first converted to socialism
and began to write and speak as an advocate, he would regularly be met by a ‘chorus
of “unpractical”, “misguided idealist”, “poet-upholsterer”, and so forth’.23 In ‘How
I Became a Socialist’, Morris cheekily attempts to have the last laugh by pointing out
that to be an idealist is not to be impractical.
Writing on Morris’s life work, Florence Boos argues that ‘gradualism and bargaincutting were as remote from his natural mode of actions as from his imaginative
efforts’.24 Morris was staunchly ‘unpragmatic’, but he had a deep belief that practice
makes reality.25 In the negative, this means that life will be circumscribed by what we
know and that we will become convinced that what we know is all that can be. On the
other hand, imagining how life might be makes the imagined life possible and desirable:
practice makes perfect, so to speak. Morris once said that ‘it is inevitable that every
Socialist who begins to agitate for Radicalism shall become a Radical’.26 That we
become what we do is a wonderfully simple concept but it is especially risky in relation
to politics or political affiliation, insofar as the dangers of being restricted by the
practices and received definitions of a group and its authorities are always at risk of
overwhelming the possibility of expressing individual character. Like John Ruskin
before him, Morris weighs the success of a society and its political systems by the extent
to which individuals are free to cultivate personal expression within it. Whereas Ruskin,
of course, thought that unfettered freedom in a just world would result in reverence
for established hierarchies, Morris thought it would lead to classlessness.
Before ‘How I Became a Socialist’, Morris tends to use the term ‘practical’
negatively, linking it with short-sightedness, compromise and failure, as well as to a
kind of Orwellian enslavement to orthodoxy. His playful fable in the first issue of
Justice, ‘An Old Fable Retold’ (19 January 1884), humorously suggests that the main
problem with the ‘great liberal party’ is its blind, mechanical conformity to received
practices. In the fable, ‘a solemn conference’ of poultry is held to debate ‘the all
important subject, “with what sauce shall we be eaten?”’ The conference is interrupted by
an easily recognisable ‘battered looking and middle-aged barn-cock’, who
understandably adds to the conversation: ‘I don’t want to be eaten at all’. The reaction
from the rest of the birds indicates Morris’s real attitude towards the language of
practical politics:
a storm of disapproving cries broke out, amongst which could be heard loudest
the words ‘practical Politics!’ ‘county franchise’, ‘great liberal party’, ‘municipal
government for -- Coxstead!’ which at last all calmed themselves down into a
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steady howl of ‘question, question!’ in the midst of which the ragged, middleaged cock withdrew, apparently not much more depressed than when he first
stood up.27
Morris’s objection to his socialist comrades who wore practicality as a badge was not
unlike the objection he raised against Liberal reformism and its acquiescence or
attraction to the conventions of the existing world.
One exception to this pattern of relating practicality to conformity – and
especially conformity to the ‘real world’ – occurs when Morris employs it in the phrase
‘practical equality’, which R. H. Tawney would take up years later. In ‘Why I am a
Communist’, he says that ‘real Communism […] is a state of Society the essence of
which is practical equality of condition’; ‘practical’ here is used as an antonym to
theoretical, and to allow for the quirks of individual taste and habit. All would enjoy
the same social and economic conditions but enjoyment itself would not be
homogenised. Importantly, ‘practical’ is treated as an economic term: ‘[p]ractical,
i.e., equality as modified by the desires, and capacity for enjoyment of its various
members. This is its economical basis; its ethical basis is the habitual and full
recognition of man as a social being, so that it brings about the habit of making no
distinction between the common welfare and the welfare of the individual.’28 He uses
the term again in a letter to the editor of the Daily Chronicle, dated 9 November 1893,
and also in ‘How Shall We Live Then’, once more to indicate the need for improved
and socially-conscious individual desires, and the respect for different individual
desires that follows.29 Though in News from Nowhere the term ‘practical equality’ is
lumped together with a general derision of those socialists who boast that they are
practical, Morris uses the term in his lectures and journalism to confirm a
commitment to a version of individualism that he saw as crucial to his conception of
socialism, and as a safeguard against doctrinaire politics.
Morris’s thoughts here owe a great deal to his study of Ruskin, who in his own
way insisted on reconciling individual expression and the social good, most famously
in ‘The Nature of Gothic’, in which Ruskin thoroughly develops the idea of a society
organised around the worker’s autonomy and fulfilment. It was a struggle for Morris
to harmonise his belief in an educated and socialised but heterogeneous desire with
the politics of many of his colleagues. In a letter to John Glasse he states that ‘I have
an Englishman’s wholesome horror of government interference and centralization
which some of our friends who are built on the German pattern are not quite enough
afraid of I think’ (23 May 1887).30 Later, Tawney would use ‘practical equality’ to
distinguish real, lived equality from the idea of an ‘equality of opportunity’, ‘equality
that depends, not only upon an open road, but upon an equal start’.31 Tawney was
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an admirer of Morris, and his insistence that true equality of opportunity was not
possible in the world-as-is relies heavily on Morris’s fundamental understanding that
only holistic change can create true fairness. By using the term ‘practical’ in ‘Why I
am a Communist’ to clarify a futuristic vision in which needs are to be ‘modified by
the desires and capacity for enjoyment of its various members’ – a practical way to
make socialists but an impractical way to make socialism – Morris once again upsets
the image of compromise, concession and corruption (of an ideal) that the word
practical connotes.
In ‘How I Became a Socialist’ Morris gives credit not only to Ruskin but also to
Thomas Carlyle, a strange gesture if the intent of the essay was to signal renewed
allegiance with the SDF. Carlyle’s attempt to conflate the ideal and the real is based
upon a very different assumption of what is ideal than Morris’s understating of the
same, but Morris shared Carlyle’s basic philosophy that modernity was preoccupied
by the ‘real’ and the practical. In ‘Signs of the Times’, discussing the Ideal and the
Real, Carlyle argues that:
To define the limits of these two departments of man’s activity, which work
into one another, and by means of one another, so intricately and inseparably,
were by its nature an impossible attempt. Their relative importance, even to
the wisest mind, will vary in different times, according to the special wants
and dispositions of those times. Meanwhile, it seems clear enough that only
the right co-ordination of the two, and the vigorous forwarding of both, does
our true line of action lie. Undue cultivation of the inward or Dynamical
province leads to idle, visionary, impracticable courses, and especially in rude
eras, to Superstition and Fanaticism […]. Undue cultivation of the outward,
again, though less immediately prejudicial, and even for the time productive
of many palpable benefits, must, in the long-run, by destroying Moral Force,
which is the parent of all other Force, prove not less certainly, and perhaps
still more hopelessly, pernicious. This, we take it, is the grand characteristic
of our age.32
Morris would modify the proto-Arnoldian critique of an unbalanced age where the
pursuit of concrete, pragmatic action outstrips the desire for the truly valuable.
However, in transposing Carlyle’s notions of ‘the outward’ onto the development of
socialism he maintains the most essential idea that the chief characteristic of the
modern mind is its emphasis on short-sighted action, where holistic change was
needed (what Carlyle calls a spiritual change). Both Carlyle and Morris would
complain about what the former would call ‘the Age of Machinery, in every outward
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and inward sense of that word; the age which, with its whole undivided might,
forwards, teaches and practices the great art of adapting means to ends’.33 When
Morris singles out Ruskin and Carlyle for praise in ‘How I Became a Socialist’, noting
that especially Ruskin, ‘before my days of practical Socialism, was my master towards
the ideal’, having just previously made the point that ‘my ideal forced me to look for
practical Socialism’, he was once again pointing to the shortcomings of ‘practical
Socialism’ as defined in an age dominated by practical, mechanical thought.
Morris rejected ‘isms’ in the same way that Carlyle had done. Though he
embraced ‘Socialism’ and ‘Communism’, political terms for him merely occupy the
space of a new unrealised world that could only be defined by the people of that new
world with their new, improved and individual desires and ambitions. In A Dream of
John Ball (1886-87), the narrator says, ‘I pondered all these things, and how men fight
and lose the battle, and the thing that they fought for comes about in spite of their
defeat, and when it comes turns out not to be what they meant, and other men have
to fight for what they meant under another name’.34 Earlier, in ‘How Shall We Live
Then’, he offers his ‘personal view of the Promised Land of Socialism’, asking for
the audience to come up with their own personal views of utopia as well.35 For Morris
it includes ‘the abolition of the individual ownership or monopoly of the means of
production’ and he assumes that it has to mean the same for the audience, because
individual ownership and monopolies are limiting features of the present.36 His point
in the essay is deeply humanist: that sharing our fantasies will let us know each other
better and make people more welcoming of each other. He wants to make socialists
but socialists have to make socialism.
In the essay he also states that ‘to come sometimes from out of the hedge of party
formulas and show each other our real desires and hopes ought to be something of a
safeguard against the dangers of pedantry which beset the intellectual side of the
Socialist movement, and the danger of machine politics which besets its practical and
work-a-day side’.37 Personal desire is nonetheless pragmatic because a holistic approach
to socialism would educate desire so that it would be socially and not personally
oriented. Making this point he says: ‘[s]o that when I tell you of my so-called personal
desires for and hopes of the future the voice is mine, but the desires and hopes are not
only mine, but are those of, I really think, many others, and you as practical men, as I
hope you are, cannot afford to disregard them’.38 Adding the winking phrase ‘and you
as practical men’ is particularly interesting insofar as he wrote the speech to address
the Fabian Society at Bloomsbury Hall but repeated it two days later at a meeting of
the Hammersmith Branch of the Socialist League and then at least three more times
the following year in London and Leicester. The question of practical engagement
was central to socialist groups at the end of the nineteenth century. The journal of the
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Fabians, for example, was called The Practical Socialist: A Monthly Review of Evolutionary
or Non-Revolutionary Socialism. In 1884, at least, Morris sided with those decidedly ‘nonpractical’ Socialists who did not believe that the promised land of socialism could
emerge out of the world-as-is. Oscar Wilde represents the same point of view in ‘The
Soul of Man Under Socialism’ (1891): ‘[a] practical scheme is either a scheme that is
already in existence, or a scheme that could be carried out under existing conditions.
But it is exactly the existing conditions that one objects to; and any scheme that could
accept these conditions is wrong and foolish’.39
‘Practical socialism’, that is, was an internally debated topic among socialists when
Morris wrote ‘How I Became a Socialist’. Hyndman saw himself as a practical
socialist and cultivated his image after the fashion of a doer. In Justice he would
frequently position himself as a man of immediate action and in The Historical Basis
of Socialism in England (1883), he boasts that ‘in England […] there was perhaps more
practical socialism than in any other nation’.40 Morris complained that Hyndman
was always ‘waiting about to see what can be made of the political situation’.41 Ernest
Belfort Bax was one of Morris’s allies when Morris initially left the SDF to form the
Socialist League, having as much trouble with Hyndman’s ego as anyone else.42 He
was Morris’s close friend and collaborator, and, as Ruth Kinna suggests, shared with
him the ‘belief that the primary purpose of socialist activism was not a push for
immediate “practical” reform, but to “make socialists”’.43 But when Bax rejoined the
SDF six years before Morris’s ‘reconciliation’ in 1894, becoming the editor of Justice,
he too proceeded in some ways to accept the idea of practical socialism. Just prior to
‘How I Became a Socialist’, Bax wrote in Justice of ‘the Social Democratic gospel,
with its wholesome immediate aims for the practical politician’ (19 May 1894).44 On
30 May 1891, writing on the Paris Commune, he describes the practical, fixed, known
and immediate goals of socialism. Mentioning that News from Nowhere is ‘[t]he most
successful [socialist utopia], from the literary point of view’, he proceeds to dismiss
its value to practical socialism: ‘[t]his filling in of the picture from the present [a
reference to Bellamy’s Looking Backward] or past is obviously all that the nature of
human faculty can accomplish. Such attempts must necessarily remain unproductive
of any practical result’.45 Bax and Morris had their differences but they were friends.
Bax was not ‘going after’ Morris in his essay and Morris was not seeking revenge in
his by claiming to be practical. It was Bax who invited Morris to describe his
‘conversion’ to socialism for Justice. But Morris’s emphasis on ‘practical Socialism’ was
a sign that he was ready to engage with his old comrades on familiar grounds.
Beginning with A. L. Morton, a number of historians have argued that by 1894
Morris had softened his stance on parliament and that he came to believe that a
gradual, reformist approach to social change was necessary. This change of direction
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seems to correspond with Morris’s reconciliation with the SDF, though he never
formally rejoined the group. Indeed, in the ‘Interviews’ with ‘Wat Tyler’ (Lionel
Selwyn) for Justice (27 January 1894), Morris rejects anarchist violence, or propaganda
by deed, mostly because he deems it ‘inexpedient’, though in itself the rejection of
violence does not amount to the acceptance of gradualism. However, he goes on to
say that he agrees that ‘[a]t the present moment […] political means are the only
ones available […]. I think we have to create a party. A party with delegates in the
House of Commons which would have complete control over those delegates, and
would rapidly grow’.46 Had Morris rejected his anti-parliamentarism by 1894 to the
point that it had coloured his recollection of how he became a socialist in 1883? Is
Thompson wrong to say of the most autobiographical passages of ‘How I Became a
Socialist’ that ‘Morris was not imagining emotions which he might have felt when he
was [younger], but [was] striving to re-create his earlier state of mind with precision’?47
As Boos has suggested, Morris’s statements late in his life that seem to indicate a
compromising truce with practical politics are generally qualified or otherwise
subverted.48 The party Morris seems to champion in ‘Interviews’ is not to be ‘the
party of reaction [which] would make concession after concession until it was forced
over the edge, and then they would probably surrender at discretion’. Rather, Morris
says he wants a party with ‘complete control’ over its representatives so that cooptation
could never occur. The delegates were to be disruptive, not reformist, and only argue
the value of holistic socialism, ‘what else it is possible to do’, and the need to transcend
parliamentarism. Though he credits ‘the wisdom of the SDF in drawing up that list
of palliative measures, that contemporary programme, as one may call it’, this is not
the socialism that he imagines for the future but simply a response to ‘present
circumstances’, especially to demonstrate the need for socialist unity. Boos is correct
to argue that any softening of the political stance that Morris might show has to be
taken in context. She states that ‘Morris did not really reverse himself about
reformism-as-co-opted-revolution; he suspended the debate. Perhaps he simply
decided at the end of his life that reformism was an inevitable evil, and that he would
have to plead his case in more conciliatory terms’.49 Indeed, he further qualifies his
appreciation of the SDF’s list of reformist propositions in ‘Interviews’ by calling them
‘[m]ean and paltry […] as compared to the whole thing’. In ‘How I Became a
Socialist’, the qualification of the relative merits of practical socialism sound more
like parody and a reminder that being practical does not necessarily entail political
allegiance or in fact politics at all.
In fact, it is possible to argue that Morris moves further and further away from
palliation and presentism as he gets older. Six years before ‘How I Became a Socialist’,
in a February 1888 Commonweal article, Morris figured that socialism was to come
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about as a result of economic change. He states that we must ‘allow that such a
stupendous change in the machinery of life as the abolition of capital and wages must
bring about a corresponding change in ethics and habits of life’. When he describes
his turn towards ‘practical Socialism’ in ‘How I Became a Socialist’, he sees that
practising different ethics and habits of life can lead to change in the machinery: this
is the practical solution. Instead of waiting for an end to the machinery that would
eventually bring about conditions where ‘it would be impossible to desire many things
which are now the main objects of desire’, practise a different desire.50 By the time he
wrote ‘How I Became a Socialist’, that is, he thought that to be practical one must
act ahead of economic change so as to create the desire or conditions for economic
change. In ‘The Lesser Arts’ (1877), he had written that ‘there is nothing that will aid
the world’s progress’ and ‘nothing in the world that I desire so much’ as to make ‘the
production and consumption of beautiful works popular’. Almost as an afterthought
he adds that the desire is ‘wrapped up, as I am sure it is, with changes political and
social’. Now changes political and social are merely ‘wrapped up’ with changes in the
desire to make beautiful works popular.51
In using the phrase practical socialism in ‘How I Became a Socialist’, Morris
expresses a rejection of reformist gestures and compromise, and, ultimately, of
practical politics. As he said in a letter to the editor of the Manchester Examiner, dated
14 March 1883, politics, like reform or ‘blind commerce […] persists in looking at
itself as an end, and not a means’. ‘Practical socialism’ for Morris is not practical politics
but rather the act of pushing politics to the margins. Morris was not contradicting
himself when he wrote to C. E. Maurice that ‘I do not believe in the world being
saved by any system’.52 Socialism for him was not a system but rather the means of
rejecting systems; in the spirit of Carlyle, it was a rejection of Morrison Pills and a
transformative process that had to be constantly applied to both the personal and the
social. Morris’s ‘practical Socialism’ was far from being an attempt to be practical by
using the contemporary language of the political, as distinct, say, from writing about
the authenticity of medieval society. Rather, ‘practical Socialism’ was an attempt to
be practical by imagining the end (authentic living) as a way to develop the means
(socialism beyond the narrowly economic). Morris regularly compels audiences to
contemplate the unforeseen, the unknowable future. For Morris, though, getting
audiences to dream of ‘How We Shall Live Then’ and to have hope that these dreams
could be realised was itself practical, because dreaming and hoping and imagining
alters attitudes towards the present and what we should demand in the present. If
historical conditions impede the political imagination, then by the same process only
the de-reification of the present in the imaginative act enables the making of socialists:
it is practical to be a dreamer, to be uncompromising, and to be impractical. In ‘How
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I Became a Socialist’, Morris says, ‘my ideal forced me to look for practical Socialism’,
but by this he implies that it is in the ideal that he found practical socialism.53
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Morris, Christianity and Socialism:
An Episode

T

Stephen Williams

he Manifesto of the Socialist League, published in February 1885, concludes
with a call to adherents to have ‘frankness and fraternal trust in each
other, and single-hearted devotion to the religion of Socialism, the
only religion which the Socialist League professes’.1 Inclusion of the
phrase ‘religion of socialism’ can be understood in the context of efforts by League
founder and Manifesto contributor Ernest Belfort Bax, a confirmed atheist, to define
socialism as the human ideal that would replace theological creeds. Writing in Justice,
the newspaper of the Social Democratic Federation (SDF), six months before the split
which created the Socialist League, Bax declared: ‘It is in the hope and the struggle
for a higher social life, ever-widening, ever-intensifying, whose ultimate possibilities
are beyond the power of language to express or thought to conceive, that the Socialist
finds his ideal, his religion.’2 Bax republished this essay in December 1886 along with
others dealing with related themes in The Religion of Socialism, contributing further to
the currency of the expression in the British socialist movement which, as Stephen
Yeo reminds us, had significant resonance in these years.3 Morris himself, the principal
hand in drafting the Manifesto, also conceived of socialism in these terms, telling Rev.
George Bainton in 1888 that while the foundation of socialism was economic, it ‘must
be accompanied by an ethical or religious sense of responsibility to each man and
for each of his fellows’.4
Nevertheless, Morris remained the atheist he had been since the end of his days
at Oxford as he was to show in correspondence in Commonweal in March 1890 with
A.T. Rickarby, who had written with an appeal for socialists to end their ‘sneers and
unjust charges in regard to our religion’. Declaring himself to be ‘in substantial
agreement with the grand ideal which the Socialist League sets before itself in its
statement of principles,’ Rickarby objected in particular to comments that had
appeared in Commonweal on 21 December 1889. In this issue an item written by May
Morris included reference to the practice of Price’s candle factory at Battersea, owned
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by the Christian evangelical and paternalist Wilson family, only to employ girls ‘of
good character’ and that once a girl ‘loses her character,’ to dismiss her. Recounting
a conversation with her informant May Morris went on: ‘Seriously, is it not time that
even the pious and virtuous made a mental effort, and try to understand what they
drive men and women to by their false sentiment and false notions of moral purity?
Price sheds his shining light amid a crowd of less virtuous factories of “extremely bad
character”, as my friend said with bated breath, “where prostitutes are content to
take a lower wage to eke out their shameful trade”. Is it not just possible that houses
of fair and fame send them thither on casting them out of doors? The religious mind
thus turns a deaf ear to all argument, however; I receive a pious smile and “The
Lord’s will be done.”’5
Rickarby revealed that he had the 21 December edition of Commonweal ‘put into
my hands on Tuesday at Lambeth Baths,’ placing him at the widely reported lecture
given by Bishop Alfred Barry on 25 February, which ended in confusion following
protests by socialists. Barry’s lecture, the fourth in a series of six on aspects of
Christianity and Socialism, had been commissioned by the bishop of Rochester,
Anthony Thorold, whose diocese included swathes of poverty-stricken riverside south
London. Almost certainly responding to the growing influence of socialists in local
politics and the militancy of the gas stokers at this time on strike at the works of the
South Metropolitan Gas Company, the bishop, a conservative in politics who regarded
‘the confiscation of capital as an act of madness’, asked his friend and suffragan
bishop, a theological scholar, to state the position of the Church on the major
questions of the day.6
Barry’s lectures, delivered in February and March 1890, were well attended, with
each meeting registering more than one thousand present and all reporters in
agreement that the majority of these were workingmen, Bishop Thorold’s stated
target audience. The underlying themes of the lectures, doubtless following Thorold’s
guidelines, were that while the Church needed to engage seriously with the advance
of socialism, it could not accept the socialist critique of private property or the
insistence on the incompatibility of the interests of capital and labour, which Barry
believed to be exemplified in ‘the violence of language, the intolerance of opposition,
and the unreasonable and even arrogant pretensions, of some prominent
representatives of the “new trade unionists”’.7 Barry called on the Church to engage
‘the whole human life in all its social relations, and bring the moral principles of the
Gospel […] to bear more effectively upon a civilized society’.8
After each lecture contributions from the floor were invited with those wishing to
speak submitting a note to the chairman in advance. According to Barry the
discussion after each lecture was marked by ‘a vehement and often passionate,
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denunciation of the whole existing condition of society, showing a deep-seated
discontent, indicating again and again an impatience of gradual development,
involving distrust of purely moral influences, and a desire to right all supposed wrongs,
either by despotic law, or by revolutionary violence. The hostility manifested was not
to Christianity as such. In fact, some few distinctly anti-Christian attacks fell very flat.
It was the existence of property, especially in land, and to social superiority of all
kinds. It was loudly asserted that capital and labour were irreconcilable enemies; that
the condition of the unskilled workmen was one of slavery […] and that the country
in which they had no proper stake could not claim from them loyalty or patriotism.’9
Although detailed reports of these discussions are not existent, we know that a
number of participants criticised the Church for an historic failure to stand against
injustice, a position Barry was accused of upholding. The Christian Socialist reporter
of The Church Reformer wrote that the bishop ‘denied that anything fairly to be called
industrial slavery now existed in England […] he had no complete answer to the
speaker who said that, face to face with starvation for his family, he must, like a horse,
take the work he did and that in that work he was considered a “thing”, number “so
and so”, a machine for turning out so much work, of the most monotonous and
mechanical kind’.10 Similarly, when the bishop advised workmen to consider the
interests of their employers it was greeted with ‘an outburst of derisive laughter’.11
It is likely that the Socialist League made a planned intervention in the discussions,
with Charles Mowbray, a leading anarchist among the League’s activists, travelling from
his Shoreditch home to Lambeth to contribute to the first four debates.12 The locally
prominent Fabian and Social Democratic Federation member Nelson Palmer also spoke
on a number of occasions, claiming in an earlier debate that ‘Jesus was a Socialist; his
Gospel was socialist and his early disciples were communists – having all things in
common’.13 Clearly hostile to the socialists, the reporter of the local Liberal-leaning
newspaper contrasted the bishop’s contributions to those of his opponents thus: ‘His
polished manner and conciliatory style stood out in strong contrast on Tuesday with
the manner and style of his word-protagonists, who said many unpleasant things in a
very excitable and unpleasant way. Bishop Barry is a man of considerable embonpoint
with a happy, beaming face as though he has “slept o’nights”, whereas the advocates of
Atheism and Socialism were thin and raspy in speech and person, as though “tired
nature’s sweet restorer”, balmy sleep, “ne’er lighted their lids”.’14
Morris himself turned up at Barry’s fourth lecture on ‘Christianity and Trade’
on 25 February, where the bishop connected his previous remarks on the sanctity of
private property with the need to trade and for self-interest to be the legitimate
motivation of individuals engaged in this process. Morris, who was stricken with a
long-standing bad cold so that ‘his voice had lost some of its natural kindness’, was
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first into the debate saying he believed the lecture was ‘an entire evasion of the whole
subject, as the bishop had not told them what he meant by property. Morality, he
admitted, was necessary for any society not resembling wild beasts; but why preach
morality to a society founded on robbery? The bishop’s arguments were good if he
was addressing a society of equals; but his morality, ethics, economics and religion
were those of the middle-classes. Free competition was also possible among a society
of equals who would not desire to compete with one another. The union of capital
and labour was that of a tiger and the lamb. The contract as to wages was not a free
but compulsory one. Wages were from beginning to end a piece of oppression, and
the rations of a slave.’15
At this point, the chairman Arthur Arnold, a Liberal Alderman on the London
County Council and former MP, intervened and stopped Morris speaking on the
grounds that he had run out of time. Several others joined the debate including a
member of the local branch of the Guild of St. Matthew, the Christian Socialist
group, after which Arnold’s announcement of the next speaker caused ‘uproar’ in
the hall, as socialists objected to what they believed to be biased chairmanship in
favour of Barry’s views. The protest was seemingly led by Mowbray who, amid the
confusion, was allowed to address the audience when the designated speaker waived
his right to speak. Mowbray’s words, however, were drowned out by cries from Barry
supporters and so with ‘a perfect babel of confusion prevailing’, lasting some forty
minutes, the chairman and the bishop left the hall and the audience dispersed.16
Predictably, the socialists were blamed by some for the disruption, none more so
than by H.H. Champion, who in the SDF split had remained loyal to the Federation’s
leadership but subsequently operated independently through his own publications,
among them Labour Elector, launched in 1888.17 It was in this weekly that Champion
asserted that at the Lambeth meeting there had been a denial of free speech by ‘Mr
Morris and his “comrades”, communication with whom had apparently corrupted
not only his good manners but his ideas of fair play. They attend these meetings in
force, bait and interrupt the speaker, and finally bring the meeting to a close in wild
confusion. A pretty occupation, truly, for one of the first men of Europe.’18 Writing
in defence of the socialists in Commonweal under the byeline ‘S’, almost certainly the
sub-editor Henry Halliday Sparling who was at the Lambeth meeting, explained why
it had been necessary to correct the bishop on points of socialism he did not
understand. In response to this, Sparling wrote, the ‘soup and blanket brigade tried
to howl down the daring socialists who ventured to criticise the bishop, while the
sympathisers with the latter retorted in kind. But it was not the socialists who began.’19
Although Rickarby was present at the meeting he did not mention it specifically
in his letter to Commonweal, preferring instead to stay on theological ground in a call
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for greater understanding by socialists of Christianity. In particular, he wished
socialists would understand that Christianity ‘puts no bar whatever to the amplest
scheme of socialism; and although, an essentially spiritual revelation, and a revelation
addressed to all time, the New Testament is necessarily neutral in regard to particular
institutions of society which, of course, must always be adjusted according to the
natural development of the age, yet the political scheme of the Mosaic Code is
certainly of a socialistic nature’. Rickarby further noted that as some socialists claimed
Christ’s teaching in their favour, they also needed to recognise that ‘real Christianity
and actual Christianity are not necessarily the same’.
Morris’s courteous reply to Rickarby rejected the assertion that Christianity could
be neutral to political and social institutions, because it was inevitably founded on a
system of morality. If major societal change was to occur, Morris wrote, it could not
rest on a discredited Christian morality whose ‘explanations of natural facts or theory
of life […] people have ceased to believe’. Similarly, Morris believed Rickarby’s
dichotomy of ‘real’ and ‘ideal’ Christianity to be erroneous because it never existed
in ideal form. Christianity developed in ‘historic sequence’ under which it had been
conditioned by social, economic and political circumstances, as in its most recent form
where it was shaped by ‘the sordid commercialism of modern capitalism’, which in
turn resulted in the ‘bundle of hypocrisies which […] Mr. Rickarby and other
Christian Socialists condemns’. Morris went on: ‘When this beggarly period has been
supplanted by one in which Socialism is realized, will not the system of morality, the
theory of life, be all-embracing, and can it be other than the Socialistic theory? Where
then will be the Christian ethic? – absorbed in Socialism. No separate system of ethics
will then be needed…’
At the time of the correspondence Alfred Truland Rickarby was in his early
forties, working as the chief clerk to Thomas Graham Jackson, the Arts and Craftsinfluenced architect who was on friendly terms with Morris.20 In Jackson’s office since
a boy in the early 1860s, Rickarby attended evening classes at King’s College, London
where he was taught divinity by Alfred Barry, who had been appointed principal in
1868.21 The College’s award of Associateship was made with special distinction to
Rickarby in 1871 and was followed by Church of England ordination as a deacon.22
He did not, however, become a priest in a parish, opting instead to stay with Jackson,
whose reminiscences of the early 1900s describe ‘a venerable grey-haired person who
dresses in a semi-clerical garb and is sometimes supposed to be my chaplain’.23 Living
in the Vauxhall and Clapham areas of south London, Rickarby was active in the
local branch of the Anglo-Catholic English Church Union and a regular
correspondent to The Church Times and The Tablet and occasionally in the mainstream
national press in the 1890s, offering views on liturgy, ritualism and priesthood. Only
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once, in 1885, did he write explicitly with views on social and political matters when
defending the Church of England’s spending on art and architecture and asserting
that answers to social problems ‘must come from society at large. The individual must
be protected from the scramble of competition. Workhouses must be transformed
into workshops, where the unemployed may obtain honourable and adequately paid
work. And, if employers cannot be got to pay their employees enough to cover the
cost of decent lodging, clothes, and food, a proper supplement to their earnings must
be obtainable in the form of out-door-relief.’24
Although probably influenced by the Christian Socialism that had had a presence
at King’s since F.D. Maurice’s arrival in the 1840s, Rickarby appears not to have
followed those clergymen who joined the Guild of St. Matthew where, given his High
Church preference, he would have found a congenial environment. Had he done so,
he would have joined a thriving branch in Lambeth with a number of prominent
clergymen in membership, but his name is absent from the extensive reports published
monthly by The Church Reformer. On retirement from Jackson’s office in or around
1908, he moved to Steyning and then Ifield, West Sussex where, although known
locally as Reverend Rickarby, he held no religious office in the local church or the
Chichester Diocese. His death in April 1924 went almost unnoticed.25
The short but illuminating correspondence with Rickarby in Commonweal and the
intervention at the Lambeth meeting are of interest because Morris rarely
commented on matters of theology, yet here he was dealing with first principles and
making his position clear. Whilst undoubtedly an admirer of the commitment and
integrity of Christian Socialists such as those led by the Rev. Stewart Headlam in the
Guild of St. Matthew, Morris deplored the hypocrisy of the established church, which
he believed to be compliant in the subjugation of the working class.26 The episode is
also of significance because it confirms that Morris held atheist views, about which
he had become convinced by the end of his time at Oxford and which he was to hold
for the rest of his life.27
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Poetics of Absence in Morris’s ‘Concerning
Geffray Teste Noire’: Between Reality and
Visualisation

W

Marek Zasempa

illiam Morris’s interest in and involvement with the visual arts is
widely known, and numerous examples could be given to prove
that not only was he a brilliant versifier but also a remarkable
visual artist, even though, officially, he only completed one oil
painting. In the field of visual culture, one may refer to his tapestries and textiles but
also to the ‘word-painting’ and the instances of ekphrasis (intense pictorial description
of an object) in his collections of poetry. This assessment, however, remains
insufficient: Morris’s pictorial imagination is also to be found at work in the poetic
regions of indefinite reality, daydreaming and visualising. Moreover, the pictures he
draws thus are as clear and vivid as the ones representing the physical world; even if
they are deemed to be blurred or hazy, the images appear so on account of the poet’s
choice, not because he lacks vision or skill in depicting reality.
This hovering between the palpable and the imaginary may be a result of Morris’s
awareness of the new ideas about visual perception in his times. The optical
innovations of the Victorian period must have had an impact on contemporary poets’
discernment of human sight. Lindsay Smith remarks that ‘relations between the
visible and the invisible, the empirical and the transcendental’ are re-calibrated in the
Victorian era by the development of photography; its ‘pervasive questioning of the
“seen” involves a simultaneous reappraisal of the “unseen”’, which reveals one reason
why Morris was so keen on addressing various aspects of perception in his poetry.1
In actual fact, as Smith claims later in her book, Morris’s collection The Defence of
Guenevere and Other Poems (1858) is all about the grotesque and the ‘new ways of
conceptualising sight’; it manoeuvres between the empirical and the transcendental
understood according to the innovative approach to visuality of the mid-nineteenth
century.2
Smith further comments that, for Morris, the historical context of pictoriality is
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important ‘because, as theorised by Ruskin, it has the grotesque as a naturalised yet
conspicuous central component, and because medievalism is shaped by discourses of
photography in the process of being conceptualised’.3 According to Smith, Morris’s
visual theory is ‘inextricable’ from his complex account of medievalism which
becomes a major vehicle for ‘a reliteralising of the visual’ in Morris’s, Ruskin’s and
the Pre-Raphaelite works.4 The vision of the medieval that characterises all those
texts, including The Defence of Guenevere, ‘emphasises for Morris the primacy of
perception as an historically and culturally determined component in discourses of
poetry and painting’, Smith continues. Therefore, medievalism and the
problematisation of sight go together while the actual meaning of this coalescence
emerges as a constant concern of the above-mentioned authors.5
Leaving aside the historical and cultural context, one could risk a statement that
Morris’s preoccupation with verbal visualisations in his early poetry is grounded on
a particular shortcoming to which he freely admitted – namely, his incapability to
paint anything outside his physical sight.6 However, Morris’s weakness in ‘literary
artistic memory’, as he called it, concerns the ‘bodily eye’, that is, the physical
capability to imitate, and does not occur as a deficiency in imagination, as Ruskin
implied.7 The poet’s verbal creation does not show the smallest sign of such a lack:
what he could not achieve in the area of painting, he mastered in the realm of poetry.
It seems that drawing verbal images was a field in which he felt more at ease, the field
in which one rarely needs the physical eye. This might also be the motive for Morris’s
reaching to the invisible or the absent (‘to that which lies outside the physical capacity
of the visual’, as Smith puts it) in his poetic worlds as a tool that is used to prove that,
at least in this case, the verbal has a certain advantage over the visual.8
Accordingly, the aim of this article is to show how Morris gives prominence to
portrayals of absence (or lack) rather than physical presence in his ostensibly pictorial
dramatic monologue ‘Concerning Geffray Teste Noire’, the seventh poem in The
Defence of Guenevere. In his hovering between depictions of real-life scenes, landscapes
or objects, on the one hand, and visualisation, hallucination or conjecture, on the
other, Morris produces a poetic vision of non-existence. The approach I am going to
take here rests on the general visual quality of Morris’s poems, which has been
referred to in various sources commenting on his Pre-Raphaelite involvement; it has
also been noticed in his later works, such as the Norse sagas or News from Nowhere.9
Mostly, however, previous commentators concentrate on the ‘direct’ visuality of
concrete images, natural descriptions or human portrayals, whereas the present article
focuses on the ‘implicit’ visuality of Morris’s verse, that is to say, on representations
of would-be scenes, imaginary situations and characters, or objects that are actually
absent from view. The images are still strikingly pictorial, which means that the
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intensity of the visual experience does not depend on the extent of realism in a given
depiction; neither is it conditioned by ‘the physiological properties of the eye’ that
are often questioned by Morris in his early poetry.10 Treating this assertion as one of
the leading assumptions in the following analysis, let us proceed to the initial example;
for this purpose, I will refer to a work which is not the primary concern of this article,
but which also nicely illustrates these introductory remarks.
In Morris’s ‘Rapunzel’, the heroine, singing from a tower, describes a specifically
distinguished sword, only to reveal that the picture which she draws is a product of
her dreams, and that the object is imaginary:
Also: Send me a true knight,
Lord Christ, with a steel sword, bright,
Broad, and trenchant; yea, and seven
Spans from hilt to point, O Lord!
And let the handle of his sword
Be gold on silver, Lord in heaven!
Such a sword as I see gleam
Sometimes, when they let me dream.

(ll. 168-75)

Elsewhere in the same poem, another character, the Prince, describes the tower,
focusing more on absence than presence:
Now some few fathoms from the place where I
Lay in the beech-wood, was a tower fair,
The marble corners faint against the sky;
And dreamily I wonder’d what lived there:
Because it seem’d a dwelling for a queen,
No belfry for the swinging of great bells;
No bolt or stone had ever crush’d the green
Shafts, amber and rose walls; no soot that tells
Of the Norse torches burning up the roofs,
On the flower-carven marble could I see;
But rather on all sides I saw the proofs
Of a great loneliness that sicken’d me […].11
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(ll. 79-90)

The Prince’s description concentrates primarily on the features that are not in view,
physically absent, presenting them quite accurately; this is followed by a vague reference
to what is actually seen: ‘proofs of a great loneliness’, which is by no means a precise
indication.12 Morris particularises the invisible to the extent that when it achieves
visibility, it becomes demanding to distinguish between the real, or physical, and the
imaginary in either of the quoted sections. Consequently, both quotations from
‘Rapunzel’ reveal one method of visualising the absent in Morris’s work, which is
particularisation, but the reference to this poem also generalises the claims about
poetics of absence that are going to be made in further parts of the present article; in
other words, the phenomena discussed with reference to ‘Concerning Geffray Teste
Noire’ are more general, deliberate poetic strategies that Morris used in his early works.
The first citation from ‘Rapunzel’ proves how easily Morris switches between
dream and reality. This being the case in much of his early poetry, it is not an
extraordinary phenomenon in the context of any medievalised writing: the PreRaphaelites often employed dream visions because of their indebtedness to the style
and the genres of the medieval period. My main concern here, however, is with the
concept of visualising, hypothesising or even hallucinating, not merely reproducing dream
visions; the difference, no matter how negligible it may seem, is to be inferred in the
following analysis in three areas. Firstly, in the aspect of the production of a narrative,
visions are predictable, ready-made stories, though presented as journeys or spiritual
adventures related by a character or a narrator (a ‘guide’), whereas visualisation carries
an element of uncertainty, dynamism and unexpectedness in its active production of
a narrative. Secondly, dream visions give the reader a feeling of an accomplished act
as they usually present performed actions or reports on past events (real-life or dreamlike).13 This ‘perfective aspect’ characterising a dream vision also surfaces in the use
of allegory – a device that at one level entails an unambiguous, one-to-one relationship
between an idea and its representation. In contrast to that, visualisation develops and
expands progressively as hypotheses, references to would-be acts or events. The third
point, which relates to my approach rather than to the structural differences between
these kinds of representation, concerns the visual element in the word ‘visualisation’
that is to be emphasised in the study with reference to one of the meanings of the
verb ‘to visualise’: to make things visible. In other words, I intend to show how Morris
makes poetic images perceptible, notwithstanding the conceptual region that they are
taken from (dream, hallucination or reality); or rather, I will demonstrate that the
visual character of his poetry is more noticeable in the un-real than in physical reality.
Before disclosing the specifics of Morris’s visualisation and hovering between
fantasy and reality in ‘Concerning Geffray Teste Noire’, let us reflect on the overall
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structure of the narrative.14 In this poem, as in ‘The Haystack in the Floods’ or ‘Sir
Peter Harpdon’s End’, Morris borrows characters from Jean Froissart, the fourteenthcentury French chronicler of the Hundred Years’ War.15 Both the eponymous Geffray
Teste Noire (an outlaw who plundered French villages in the 1370s, taking advantage
of the French weakness following the wars with the English) and the narrator, John
of Castel Neuf (John of Newcastle), appear in Froissart’s Chronicles; however, in
Froissart’s rendition, Teste Noire is said to be of Breton, not of Gascon, origin as in
Morris’s version where he is referred to in the opening stanza as ‘a Gascon thief ’ (l.
5).16 The poet’s innovation with the source material is actually more wide-ranging as,
in the closing lines of the poem, the narrator openly states that ‘John Froissart […]/
knoweth not this tale just past’ (ll. 190-91) and invites the imaginary interlocutor to
compare his story of setting out to ambush Teste Noire to Froissart’s account. The
title of the poem is a misleading one, though, as the text only marginally concerns
Geffray Teste Noire. It develops, instead, into John of Castel Neuf ’s internal discourse,
interspersed with his personal memories, reminiscences and visions.17 This interior
monologue, reminiscent of Browning, centres around Castel Neuf ’s discovery of
human bones while waiting in ambush; the two skeletons revealed in Verville wood
prompt a series of digressions that scatter the narrative into seven parts.18
The first episode to be spotlighted is the preparation for the ambush; its pictorial
quality arises from the description of Verville wood, which is the setting of the ensuing
events:
[…] through it the highway runs,
’Twixt copses of green hazel, very thick,
And underneath, with glimmering of suns,
The primroses are happy; the dews lick
The soft green moss.

(ll. 65-69)

The visuality of the image is very specific as it expands in the process of verbal
‘zooming in’: the description begins with a general view of the wood with the
traversing highway, continues by reference to hazel copses and, finally, enumerates
the primroses and the moss which are the smallest objects visible.19 The following
lines of the poem include a reference to visibility as well as to visuality because, to keep
their position secret, the knights hide their shiny armour that could be noticed by the
oncoming enemies:
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[…] ‘Put cloths about your arms,
Lest they should glitter, surely they will go
In a long thin line, watchful for alarms,
With all their carriages of booty, so –
‘Lay down my pennon in the grass […]’.

(ll. 69-73)

Preparing thus for the ambush, John of Castel Neuf notices a pair of skeletons lying
on the sod, the sight of which proves to be the trigger for his later visions. First,
however, further details of the bizarre view are provided, followed by hypotheses
concerning the skeletons’ ‘fleshly’ past:
[…] ‘This was a knight too, fold
‘Lying on fold of ancient rusted mail;
No plate at all, gold rowels to the spurs,
And see the quiet gleam of turquoise pale
Along the ceinture; but the long time blurs
‘Even the tinder of his coat to nought,
Except these scraps of leather; see how white
The skull is, loose within the coif ! He fought
A good fight, maybe, ere he was slain quite.’

(ll. 76-84)

Specifically, this hypothesis relates to the knight’s death: after what was probably a good
fight, he was killed on the spot.20 Also, as Castel Neuf adds in the next stanza, ‘truly
without scathe/ His enemies escaped not’ (ll. 87-88), which obviously confirms the
supposition with respect to the knight’s bravery. The period separating the knight’s
death and Sir John’s discovery of the remains is visualised in the trappings of the
story, too: the passage of time is shown by the rusting mail, vanished plating and faded
colours of the attire; the fact that the skull is white corroborates the idea that the man
died many years ago.
Sir John’s speculation is interrupted by the sudden realisation that the other
skeleton, the smaller one, is female. One of his comrades, named Aldovrand, notices
this fact and immediately makes Castel Neuf discern ‘a woman’s bones’:
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‘Under the coif a gold wreath on the brow,
Yea, see the hair not gone to powder, lie,
‘Golden, no doubt, once—yea, and very small—
This for a knight; but for a dame, my lord,
These loose-hung bones seem shapely still, and tall,—
Didst ever see a woman’s bones, my lord?’

(ll. 91-96)

The leading attribute of the second skeleton is the wisp of golden hair looming from
underneath the coif, which makes Sir John draw the natural conclusion that her hair
was ‘once’ golden, but due to the passage of time and decay, it is not so anymore,
although the hair is ‘not gone to powder’ either.
In the above fragments, Morris delineates the physical reality with all the possible
details, eventually focusing his gaze on the dismal sight of the two skeletons, and this
gives him an occasion to begin the visualisation of their history. The human remains
are seen here as a consequence of a past; in other words, they restore the past of
those who they once were, in their living, bodily form. Thus, the detail with which
they are described does not only serve the visual aspect of the story: the
meticulousness of depiction helps revive the past and prompt speculation about it;
simply, the more details about the current condition that are provided, the more
hypotheses about the past they can instigate. As Ingrid Hanson notes, the material
remains ‘are only given meaning by imagination’.21 They serve as a source for Sir John’s
visualisation of the story behind the bones or, as Hanson nicely puts it with reference
to the ensuing part of the narrative, what the narrator does here is to ‘speak […] flesh
onto the bones’.22
In the next part, the female skeleton becomes the immediate trigger for John of
Castel Neuf ’s memories. The sight in the wood reawakens his adolescent memories
of an episode in Beauvais during which time he saw female corpses burnt in the
church where the women had been taking refuge. Although this particular part of
the narrative is not notably visual (but rather olfactory at times: ‘I, being faint with
smelling the burnt bones…’ (l. 113)), it contributes to the current discussion in two
interrelated ways. Firstly, the reminiscence is instigated by the view that Sir John
perceives, so it is a visualisation directly ‘generated’ by the physical reality. It is, in fact,
another point in the poem at which Morris switches between the two realms: the real
and the visualised. Additionally, and consequently, the skeleton that he is observing
in the present gets overshadowed by what he saw years ago: by the cadavers of the
burnt women, which are absent from the view but remain very much existent in the
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poem’s narrative. Morris invokes absence again to reinforce the apparently
incompatible pictoriality of his verbal account, making the invisible crucial to the
structure of the poem; thus, it is actually the non-existent that forms the narrative at
this point, which is what Hanson sees as ‘speaking flesh onto the bones’, or what
Amanda Hodgson considers as covering ‘bones with metaphorical flesh’.23 However,
so far, the flesh cannot be regarded as having been once attached to those bones; in
fact, the narrator just associates the skeleton that he can see with the ones that he
once saw a long time ago, in a ‘brutal recollection’ of a sight that he wants to erase
from his memory.24 Clearly, this visualisation differs from the others in ‘Concerning
Geffray Teste Noire’ in one crucial respect: it is a reminiscence that rests on memory,
not on imagination.
The flashback is followed, and, to a large extent, obliterated by a reconstruction
of the skeletons’ story as another way of creating the ‘narrative flesh’. After
acknowledging the female skeleton’s arrow-pierced neck and broken wrist, the story
of the lovers comes to Sir John ‘clear without a flow’ (l. 120). The conjectured,
romanticised story of the last moments of the lovers’ lives is described over the next
five stanzas. According to Sir John, the lovers were ensnared by some ‘murderers’ (l.
124), and the knight, trying to protect his lady, clothed her with his war-coat; next, in
the fight, he received his mortal wound, although many of the murderers ‘did fall/
Beneath his arm’ (ll. 124-25). Still conscious enough to escape from the battlefield,
he did not notice that an arrow had reached the lady; he assumed her fainting to be
caused by the broken wrist, which seemingly could be deduced by Castel Neuf from
the positioning of the woman’s wrist bones. Unaware of his lover’s death, the knight
perished in the wood which is now the setting of the ambush for Geffray Teste Noire.
In lines 136-46 of the poem, another transition in the narrative perspective occurs,
as Castel Neuf returns to his personal experience. After noting with disbelief that he
has overlooked the ‘small white bones’ (l. 143) for hours while hiding in ambush, Sir
John actually begins to ‘see’ much more when he starts visualising the deceased lady:
But evermore I saw the lady; she
With her dear gentle walking leading in,
By a chain of silver twined about her wrists,
Her loving knight, mounted and arm’d to win
Great honour for her, fighting in the lists.
O most pale face, that brings such joy and sorrow
Into men’s hearts—yea, too, so piercing sharp
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That joy is, that it marcheth nigh to sorrow
For ever—like an overwinded harp.

(ll. 144-52)

Even though, initially, the prolonged portrayal accurately refers to the dead knight’s
dame, with each succeeding line it progresses to a vision of someone who could be
the narrator’s beloved. Alternatively, one may venture an assertion that Sir John starts
falling in love with the visualisation he has himself produced.25 Each verse also brings
more details of the lady’s face:
Your face must hurt me always; pray you now,
Doth it not hurt you too? seemeth some pain
To hold you always, pain to hold your brow
So smooth, unwrinkled ever; yea again,
Your long eyes where the lids seem like to drop,
Would you not, lady, were they shut fast, feel
Far merrier? there so high they will not stop,
They are most sly to glide forth and to steal
Into my heart; I kiss their soft lids there,
And in green gardens scarce can stop my lips
From wandering on your face, but that your hair
Falls down and tangles me, back my face slips.

(ll. 153-64)

It is a face that ‘hurts’ in the sense that its memory is heart-breaking for the narrator;
he simultaneously wonders whether it was equally painful for the lady to stay smooth,
‘unwrinkled ever’ (l. 156) and open-eyed. Such pondering on immortal, or at least
immutable, beauty evokes the Romantic depictions of the eternal frozen in art works,
as in drawings on an ancient urn, for example. Morris’s potential allusion to Keats’s
‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ melts into a highly personal and extremely sensual fantasy
about an encounter with a woman, and it is disputable whether this is the skeletonwoman whose story has been previously reconstructed by John of Castel Neuf, or
some other person whom he now recollects. Nonetheless, Keats’s urn is concrete,
almost palpable, whereas Morris’s woman, no matter whether she is an imaginatively
revitalised skeleton or a revived memory, is a visualisation, an image that appears in
the mind’s eye of the narrator, thus being absent from the general field of vision. Her
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invisibility becomes doubly interesting when the remainder of the depiction of the
woman’s face is quoted. The narrator’s specification of body parts expands even
though no physical referent is in view; that is to say, the narrator simply particularises
his mental picture of the woman:
Or say your mouth—I saw you drink red wine
Once at a feast; how slowly it sank in,
As though you fear’d that some wild fate might twine
Within that cup, and slay you for a sin.
And when you talk your lips do arch and move
In such wise that a language new I know
Besides their sound; they quiver, too, with love
When you are standing silent; know this, too,
I saw you kissing once, like a curved sword
That bites with all its edge, did your lips lie,
Curled gently, slowly, long time could afford
For caught-up breathings; like a dying sigh
They gather’d up their lines and went away,
And still kept twitching with a sort of smile,
As likely to be weeping presently,—
Your hands too—how I watch’d them all the while!

(ll. 165-80)

The focus of this section is the woman’s mouth, and the visualisation consists in
presenting this particular detail in different situations – while drinking, talking, kissing
and, potentially, smiling and weeping. This set of ‘visual contexts’ lets the reader see
the visualised image of the particular part of her body somewhat more clearly than
if it were described in a detailed but one-dimensional manner.26
A key point needs to be made about the last verse (l. 180) of the section quoted
above. The lady’s hands are only fleetingly mentioned in this line, in comparison to
the preceding long reference to the eyes and the mouth, as if the fantasy were to be
abruptly interrupted. Indeed, the next line brings Aldovrand’s interjection: ‘Cry out
St. Peter now’ (l. 181), which materialises as the initial sign of the ambush coming to
its realisation; Sir John reacts accordingly and the fighting begins. Since the portrayal
of the lady is discontinued as the battle commences, it is incomplete. Consequently,
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the full visualisation of the non-existent lady’s hands is also missing, which produces
the impression of twofold absence: the woman, as a fantasy, is at first only visualised
by Sir John, so she is absent bodily, but the visualisation itself is deficient due to the
interrupted depiction of her hands. The double void is only apparently
counterbalanced by the remainder of the same line: ‘how I watch’d them all the
while!’. Evidently, the narrator believes in the reality of his vision; he comprehends it
in terms of existence rather than non-being and, accordingly, reality rather than
fantasy. Therefore, at a deeper level, the exclamation in the aforementioned verse
serves as another channel of the assumed hovering between reality and vision in the
story, only seemingly as this reality is just a matter of the narrator’s perception of
events, not the reader’s. At the surface level, technically, the line abruptly ends the
visualising and turns the course of events to the physical and real – the ambush taking
its due course.
The last section of the poem, clearly revealing a new temporal perspective, relates
how unsuccessful the ambush was, since Geoffrey Teste Noire was not captured then,
and continues by revealing that he died ‘months after’ (l. 186), killed by ‘a steel bolt
in the head/ And much bad living’ (ll. 188-89). The transition to the future, however,
does not conclude the story of the skeletons found by Sir John. It emerges that he
preserved the bones, took them to his castle and built a little shrine for the dead lovers:
In my new castle, down beside the Eure,
There is a little chapel of squared stone,
Painted inside and out; in green nook pure
There did I lay them, every wearied bone;
And over it they lay, with stone-white hands
Clasped fast together, hair made bright with gold;
This Jaques Picard, known through many lands,
Wrought cunningly; he’s dead now—I am old.27

(ll. 193-200)

Castel Neuf commemorated the anonymous lovers by putting their remains in a
chapel and having their likenesses sculpted on the cover of the tomb by one Jacques
Picard. Again, the visual detail is crucial. The figures hold each other’s hands, and
the woman’s hair is purposely made golden as if the sculptor followed his client’s
visualisation of the couple’s fate and his idea of the lady’s physical appearance,
presented in the earlier parts of the narrative. As a result, the real meets the visionary
again, and the absent becomes present in the effigies carved on the sepulchre. David
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G. Riede sees John of Castel Neuf ’s story in escapist terms: the narrator, living ‘in an
age as corrupt and devoid of genuine values as Morris considered his own to be’,
loses interest in the present and turns, first, to his own past, and, failing to find beauty
in it, then ‘to an invented past that exists only in his own mind’.28 Still, the tribute to
the lovers is not only the case of how the past becomes personal, on the one hand,
and invented, on the other, but paradoxically Morris shows the possibility of making
somebody’s personal and fabricated past become real and physical – through art, as
a sculpture. For W. David Shaw, the narrator, in his praise of the stone effigy, rebuffs
psychological introspection and speaks merely as ‘a connoisseur of art’; yet, this may
be just a pose which results from the narrator’s imitation of Froissart’s objectivity.29
As mentioned above, the tomb serves symbolically as a meeting point between
visualisation and material existence; it is also the point at which the absent figures
become present, a place in which a story becomes history.
The symbolic fusion of visualisation with reality and absence with presence on
the sarcophagus also ties together the threads of the present analysis. The sculpture,
as a form of visual art, is the node through which all the visualised, recollected and
reconstructed parts of the narrative become palpable. But it is rather the constant
hovering between the material and the imagined that fascinates the reader in
‘Concerning Geffray Teste Noire’, to the extent that one is not able to discern the
difference. As has been shown, reality as such is not attractive either to Morris or to
his readers. In the numerous clashes between the real and the visualised, Morris seems
to elaborate on the latter, giving the former an auxiliary role, as a stimulus to memory,
for instance. The main aspect of the allure of the visualised is its potential pictoriality.
As mentioned before, Morris’s ‘physical’ painterliness is noteworthy, but the visuality
in the region of the unreal is what captivates. It is also the realm that stimulates Morris
to show that he, as a poet, is superior to painters in this respect, which might have
been his motivation at this point of his career: after all, a painterly image cannot
exploit the absent to the extent that a poetic account can, if at all. In ‘Concerning
Geffray Teste Noire’, the poet builds a series of scenes that expose that which is
missing in terms of time (the period separating the death of the lovers and the
discovery of their remains); the past (in the narrator’s recollection of an episode from
his youth); the hypothetical (in the reconstruction of the lovers’ moment of death);
and the imaginary (in the invented portrayal of the lady’s face). No matter what term
is used, all those scenes visualise a mode of absence; that is, they appear as a diversion
from the plotline of the narrative to the area of that which lies beyond the narrator’s
perception, though not beyond his imagination. In view of this, one might conclude
that to call Morris’s poetry merely descriptive, picturesque or ekphrastic is far too
cursory an appraisal.
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Elizabeth Carolyn Miller, Slow Print: Literary Radicalism and Late Victorian Print Culture
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2013), 378 pp., £23.99 hbk,
ISBN 9780804784085.
Those educated in systems structured by conventional scholarly practice and taught
to value book-learning above all else might wonder about the status that Morris
attaches to literature and reading in News from Nowhere. Elizabeth Miller confronts the
issue head-on. In his later life Morris indeed lavished attention on book-production,
having already spent a good part of it writing and publishing in the socialist press,
but his ideal society does without both. Nowhere’s inhabitants, she observes, are
literate and the children do learn to read, but they are not academic. According to
Dick, she notes, ‘“They don’t do much reading, except for a few story-books, till they
are about fifteen years old; we don’t encourage early bookishness”’. Instead of
becoming expert readers, Nowhere’s young people become expert story-tellers and
‘users of spoken language’ (p. 70). Maybe Morris was just torn between a love for
past oral traditions and early Victorian literature? Perhaps, as Thorstein Veblen
argued, Morris’s venture with the Kelmscott Press revealed the tension between his
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politics and his aesthetics or, as E.P. Thompson believed, that the Press was
fundamentally an apolitical project (pp. 53-54).
Miller’s beautifully written, richly detailed and impressively learned book provides
a different, more persuasive explanation for Morris’s position. His efforts to produce
books on craft lines, like his commitment to fund spaces for anti-capitalist critique,
were both manifestations of a consistent drive to challenge the logic of commercial
exploitation. Morris published, of course, but he did so as one who longed to escape
the mediations of capitalist culture and who preferred the immediacy and
camaraderie of direct exchange. Thus A Dream of John Ball advanced the idea that
Morris again captured in News from Nowhere by depicting ‘oral exchange [...] as a highly
effective political medium, much more so than print’ (pp. 71-72). Morris, Miller
argues, understood the public power and anti-authoritarian challenge of oral
discourse and the fellowship that it fostered.
Miller’s book is not about Morris but about an array of radical movements and
debates that coalesce around him. Describing Morris as ‘perhaps the most influential
radical writer of the era’ (p. 25) she builds on a perceptive and sympathetic account
of his work to analyse literary culture between 1880 and 1910. Slow Print, the book’s
title, is also a short-hand term that describes the diverse, complex and interrelated
experiments in publishing, literature, aesthetics, poetry and theatre that Morris and
the Arts and Crafts movement stimulated. Miller’s discussion is organised in a themed
chronology which progresses through a critique of realism, the dramatic revival of
the 1890s, an analysis of poetry in the radical press and turn-of-the-century esoteric
discourses, inspired by theosophy, to finish with a consideration of free love and the
emergence of sexual radicalism. The study examines a large group including Shaw,
Edward Carpenter, Annie Besant and Alfred Orage, but Miller’s approach is not
canonical. She lovingly picks through a radical press archive, in part with the intention
of recovering lost treasures and, in the other part, with a desire to challenge prevailing
conceptions of literary modernism by showing how the obscure and not-so obscure
Victorian literatures she uncovers infused and shaped it.
A critique of Jürgen Habermas and an appreciation of both Raymond Williams
and Michael Foucault lend Miller’s historical and literary criticism theoretical shape,
also highlighting the contemporary resonances of the challenges with which radical
Victorians wrestled. Looking at Morris and Shaw, she challenges Habermas’s claims
about the possibility of creating spaces within the public sphere for the exercise of
communicative reason (pp.70, 127). Turning to radical poetry, she acknowledges the
potential for countercultural movements to decline from alternative to marginal, but
shows how this was avoided by the largely conservative and un-experimental form
of Victorian writing (p. 168). Towards the end of the book, she uses the idea of
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biopolitics to reflect on late nineteenth-century campaigns for free love and sexual
liberation. Miller’s view is that the debates about censorship and free print were reignited by these campaigns. Whereas political and economic radicals had failed to
threaten the ideological dominance of the capitalist press and produced literature
that could happily co-exist within the commercial mainstream, free love campaigners
posed an altogether more significant challenge than this, thus signalling a shift from
class to sex-based radicalism (p. 261).
Miller’s anti-capitalist lens, which might have dimmed the analysis, instead
produces some fine points. She considers the critique often levelled against Morris
about the one-dimensionality of his characters. On her reading ‘flatness and unreality
[...] constitute their revolutionary quality’. Morris wanted to show by his writing that
‘roundness and volume are not for us’ but for ‘the postrevolutionary future’ (p. 79).
Miller develops the theme in a discussion of Shaw and then Wilde, examining their
responses to realism by using a concept of heartlessness and illuminating, in the
process, some significant shifts in the terms of debate. Morris’s ‘socialist revolt against
the illusory forms of capitalism’ gives way in Wilde to an ‘aesthetic revolt against
realism’ (p. 111). Miller also shows how the sensibilities of anti-capitalist slow print
stimulated experimentation with new literary forms. Shaw’s turn from the novel to
the theatre was driven, she argues, by a rejection of the commercialisation of the
former (p. 132). Having decided to move in this direction, Shaw discovered that his
efforts to reinvigorate a debased literature too easily drew the ire of the censor. As
Ibsen had already discovered, the new medium of print-drama enabled Shaw to
expound radical ideas while avoiding the restrictions of the stage. Slow-print values
thus led him to develop a new platform for free expression (p. 165).
One of the major themes unifying these meticulous observations is a persistent
concern with democracy and elitism. Even where Miller offers judgments about the
implications of the positions she examines, her careful reconstruction of context
reveals the tensions in slow print that help to explain why particular activists and
writers fell on one side or the other of this basic divide. The contrast between Morris
and Shaw, whose motivations were in many respects similar, is striking in this respect.
Both believed that capitalism was responsible for the production of a ‘monolithic,
impoverished literary and print culture’. Both observed the parallel rise of a mass
reading public, but whereas Morris held fast to the possibility of democratic art and
of reaching an audience outside the market – using pre-capitalist cultural models for
inspiration – Shaw associated mass readership with the devaluation of literary culture.
It was still possible to argue for anti-capitalist print, but only as an acquired taste (p.
108). Shaw toiled over the design of Fabian Essays because he was desperate to mount
‘a formal challenge to the logic of print capitalism’. Yet whereas Morris used radical
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print to disseminate revolutionary ideas to mass audiences, Shaw used Morris’s style
to appeal to a privileged circle of intellectuals. Miller admits that there was probably
a reputational issue behind Shaw’s strategy. She notes: ‘printing cheap editions might
[...] diminish the Fabians’ social capital, for the Society was known for attracting the
cultural elite’. Nevertheless she puts Shaw’s refusal to print cheap editions down to a
primary concern not to ‘reinforce the ideology of capitalist production’ – a principle
he took from Morris (p. 117).
Miller tracks the theme through to turn-of-the-century avant-garde figures like
Alfred Orage, who stood on the cusp of modernism. The influence of Morris’s
democratic anti-capitalism is again made clear here, and although Miller does not
follow his legacy, it was felt strongly in the work of Herbert Read, who also absorbed
Orage’s fondness for Nietzsche.
To my mind, Miller’s exploration of elitism and democracy is more successful
than her claim about the shift from class to sex radicalism, which she discusses at the
end of the book. The argument is based on the coupling of two claims, the first about
the failure of the early slow-print campaigners to destabilise commercial print and
the second about the inability of the mainstream to accommodate or co-opt sex
radicalism for commercial purposes. Miller’s suggestion that the revival of censorship
wars indicated a political refocusing risks overplaying the relationship between the
anti-capitalist strategies stimulated by slow print and the ambitions or character of
radical movements that experimented with it. Moreover, there appears to be a
significant difference between her observation that sex radicalism provided a new site
of free print activism (p. 295) and the suggestion that ‘radical discourse was losing its
rhetorical coherence around the issue of class’ (p. 302). Miller’s invocation of
biopolitics seems to do a lot of work in establishing this idea and the complexities of
the currents that she probes up to this point are dissolved in a dichotomy that looks
too sharp.
Miller’s re-assessment of the role that slow-print radicalism played in establishing
the ground for modernism does not rely on an argument about the priority of free
love and sex psychology in late-Victorian literary cultures. Similarly, her idea that
modernist anti-realism and aesthetics were prefigured by Victorians never appears as
something imposed on or read back into the earlier period. Miller not only brilliantly
illuminates the revolutionary principles that infused Victorian slow print but also
shows how this reading helps to qualify anti-modernist critique. When mapped on to
the rejection of capitalist commercial practices, the establishment of modernist niche
markets appears less like an instrumental policy than an authentic radical rejection
of mass production. Similarly, the elitism of modernists looks different when refracted
through the slow-print lens. The sobering lesson is that elitist elements within radical
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movements serve as a ‘reminder of how easily resistance to capitalism can transmute
– or be transmuted – into antipopulism and how part of capitalism’s strength is to
render the anticommercial as the antidemocratic’ (p. 301).
Ruth Kinna

Amelia Yeates and Serena Trowbridge, eds, Pre-Raphaelite Masculinities: Constructions of
Masculinity in Art and Literature (Farnham: Ashgate, 2014), 251 pp., 18 illustrations,
£65.00 hbk, ISBN 9781409455585.
The majority of critical work on the Pre-Raphaelites from the twentieth and twentyfirst centuries has focused predominantly on what Dinah Roe describes as
‘[w]omanhood in general and female sexuality in particular’, though, as Roe notes,
nineteenth-century critics were as interested in the Pre-Raphaelites’ ‘depictions of
men’ as of women (p. 151). The editors of Pre-Raphaelite Masculinities seek to redress
this critical blind-spot by providing a wide-ranging and impressively researched
collection of essays that examine the complex and often contradictory representations
of manhood and manliness in the work of Pre-Raphaelite artists and writers, drawing
on the rich body of critical and theoretical work on gender and sexuality that has
developed in recent years. As the editors and individual contributors acknowledge,
they are to varying degrees indebted to the pioneering work of scholars such as
Herbert Sussman (Victorian Masculinities, 1995) and J. B. Bullen (The Pre-Raphaelite Body:
Fear and Desire in Painting, Poetry and Criticism, 1998), whose seminal studies laid the
foundations for future work in this area, but they also argue convincingly for the need
for a thorough reappraisal of Pre-Raphaelite conceptions and constructions of
masculinity in the twenty-first century, and this book provides a series of original,
thought-provoking and at times provocative essays that succeed in encouraging us to
re-examine and rethink the Pre-Raphaelites.
Yeates and Trowbridge assert in the Introduction that masculinity as understood
by all the contributors is ‘constructed, fluid and mobile’ (p. 3), and the book as a whole
thus refutes stereotypical ‘separate spheres’ approaches to gender and sexuality in the
Victorian period. The opening chapter by Jay D. Sloan develops this premise by
analysing how Rossetti overtly challenges ‘prevailing Victorian gender ideologies’
through two different constructions of masculinity in his poems ‘Jenny’ and ‘On the
“Vita Nuova” of Dante’, which Sloan identifies as the ‘Confessional Man’ and the
‘Pilgrim of Love’ respectively (p. 19). There is an extensive and insightful analysis of
‘Jenny’ in this chapter, the detailed textual analysis supporting Sloan’s claim that in
‘exposing the abusive nature of Victorian men’ through the contemplations of the
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poem’s speaker, ‘Rossetti activates potential for cultural change’ (p. 31). There is a
much more succinct discussion of the second poem in which Sloan argues that the
Dantesque ‘Pilgrim of Love’ figure demonstrates Rossetti’s identification with ‘poetic
traditions strikingly at odds with mainstream Victorian culture’ (p. 32), but the
relatively brief supporting analysis results in a less substantial argument and the
chapter would have benefitted from a more even balance between the two poems.
In the second chapter, Gavin Budge approaches Pre-Raphaelite art in the context
of ‘a mid-nineteenth crisis of masculinity’ (p. 55). Noting the significance of Keatsian
Romanticism to Pre-Raphaelite painters, Budge suggests that just as the ‘class and
gender ambiguity’ characteristic of Keats’s work ‘subverts the cultural hegemony of
patriarchal aristocracy’, so the ‘insistence’ of detail in Pre-Raphaelite paintings is
itself a radical act, disrupting ‘the visual hierarchy on which the aristocratic paradigm
of authoritative spectatorial overview depends’ (p. 57). The chapter considers PreRaphaelite pictorial technique in some detail, although it does take a while for the
argument to get going due to the range of contextual and critical material included.
Nonetheless Budge offers a considered analysis of how the Pre-Raphaelites painted,
as well as what they painted, and considers their technique as a ‘democratization of
vision’ (p. 61), critical responses to which were symptomatic of wider anxieties
regarding political democracy in the mid-nineteenth century.
A similarly detailed reading of painting technique as well as subject is provided
by Rosemary Mitchell in her chapter on William Bell Scott’s ‘Wallington Scheme’, a
commissioned series of paintings depicting Northumbrian history. Mitchell presents
a cogent account of the eight pictures in the series and argues persuasively for the
shifting conceptions of masculinity they represent, from the authoritarian and
militaristic figure of the Roman centurion to the ‘civilizing and sacrificial type of
manhood’ of Cuthbert (p. 112), and from the ‘emasculated’ figure of Bede (p. 115)
to Bernard Gilpin’s performance of masculinity through social engagement. The
chapter concludes with a fascinating analysis of Iron and Coal, a painting which appears
to celebrate the ‘modern working-class masculinity’ of the industrial era, but which
also disturbs and complicates this interpretation through a range of motifs, including
the young girl sitting on a gun in the foreground (p. 126).
Simon Cooke’s chapter on Pre-Raphaelite illustration is a welcome part of this
collection of essays, examining an important, if perhaps sometimes overlooked, aspect
of Pre-Raphaelite work. Beginning with an examination of the type of athletic and
energetic illustration exemplified in the illustrations of Henry Courtney Selous, Cooke
examines how Pre-Raphaelite illustrators in contrast ‘offer a reading of masculinity
which is largely static’ and which re-visualises men ‘as creators and thinkers’ (p. 128).
There is a detailed consideration of the Moxon Tennyson, in which what Cooke
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describes as ‘Tennyson’s highly ambiguous writing of Masculinity’ (p. 130) provides
fertile territory for Rossetti, Hunt and Millais, who often feminise their male characters,
giving them ‘small frames’ and ‘delicate hands and feet’ (p. 135). A subsequent
discussion of Rossetti’s frontispiece for Christina Rossetti’s ‘Goblin Market’ notes how
a rapacious male desire is indicated by ‘a dense field of suggestive signs’ (p. 143), whilst
in an interesting shift of focus towards the end of the chapter Cooke discusses Millais’s
illustrations for Trollope’s novels in which manliness is defined as ‘a quality of the home
and only definable in relation to the household’ (p. 147).
Several chapters in the book will be of interest to Morris enthusiasts, not least
Ingrid Hanson’s excellent chapter on Sigurd the Volsung. Hanson notes the pervasive
identification with the Old North in Victorian cultural and nationalistic discourses
which no doubt influenced critical appraisals of Sigurd as being ‘more “masculine”,
or “virile”, with “greater healthfulness of tone”, than his earlier poems’ (p. 36).
Hanson offers a sensitive critique of the role violence plays in constructing male
identity in the poem, a topic she has focused on more widely in her book William
Morris and the Uses of Violence, 1856-1890 (2013). She also notes how fluid gender
constructions are in the Norse Sagas, enabling Morris to ‘suggest a kind of manliness
that is not tied to maleness and that is rather based on behaviour’ (p. 47), as the poem’s
representations of Brynhild and Gudrun demonstrate; indeed Hanson suggests that
it is the female characters ‘who shape the masculine world of the text’ (p. 51).
Particularly interesting in this chapter however is Hanson’s observation that several
years before Morris embraced Marxism he was already, in Sigurd, envisaging a
dialectical view of history in which ‘a developing manliness transcends the individual
lifespan’, being accomplished ‘over a number of generations’ (p. 44), an argument
which supports her claim that Morris offers us an ‘inclusive’ and ‘communal’ vision
of masculinity in this most remarkable of poems (p. 35).
Morris also receives sustained attention in Dinah Roe’s chapter on male chastity,
in which she offers an astute analysis of Morris’s poem ‘Sir Galahad, A Christmas
Mystery’. Morris and Burne-Jones, Roe argues, inaugurated ‘a second phase of PreRaphaelite medievalism which shifted its interest from monastic to chivalric
masculinity’ (p. 160). Having considered representations of monasticism in the work
of earlier Pre-Raphaelite artists, Roe examines how the figure of Sir Galahad
becomes an altogether more complex and nuanced figure in Morris’s poem in which
‘sexual purity […] is a decidedly mixed blessing’ (p. 163). This more ambivalent
representation of Galahad, she argues, can also be seen in Burne-Jones’s 1858
drawing of the knight, in which the combination of images of ‘male sexual chastity
and eroticism’ generate a certain ‘intensity’ (p. 166). The chapter concludes with a
brief but pertinent discussion of Walter Pater’s review of Morris’s poetry which
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appeared in the Westminster Review in 1868 and the influence of Pre-Raphaelitism on
Pater’s Aestheticism, ‘in which sacred and profane male desire can be simultaneously
expressed and contained’ (p. 168).
Also of interest to Morris scholars will be Amelia Yeates’s chapter on Burne-Jones.
Indeed, Yeates’s chapter provides an interesting counterpoint to Hanson’s chapter on
Sigurd, in that whilst several contemporary critics were clearly pleased by the refreshing
virility of Morris’s poem, Burne-Jones’s painting style was repeatedly criticised as
being ‘unhealthy and unmanly’ (p. 81). Yeates notes the prevalence of the word
‘morbid’ in much of this criticism, an indictment that was linked to ‘a wider complaint
about pessimism and sadness in his work’ (p. 89) – something seemingly unforgivable
in a culture which advocated ‘manly cheer’ (p. 90). Yeates examines the different ways
in which Burne-Jones’s work was judged in the context of gender norms and
conformity, and her chapter concludes with a thoughtful consideration of how we
might now approach his work though the concept of ‘queerness’ in its broadest sense
– a term used by several contemporary critics and more particularly Henry James,
for whom, Yeates argues, ‘the term “queer” best summed up the otherness of BurneJones’s work, particularly with regard to its gendered qualities’ (p. 99).
Sally-Anne Huxtable continues this discussion of ‘queerness’ in the penultimate
chapter of the book, in which she argues that the story of Tannhäuser ‘functions as
a cipher for diverse queer practices and ideas’ for nineteenth-century artists and
writers (p. 167). The chapter focuses on Swinburne’s 1863 poem ‘Laus Veneris’ and
Burne-Jones’s 1861 watercolour of the same name. Swinburne’s ‘queering of
masculinity’ can, Huxtable proposes, be seen as part of a wider endeavour shared by
Morris and Burne-Jones ‘to use the trope of medieval chivalry to redefine the notion
of the male protagonist or “hero” in European literature’ (p. 172). The discussion of
Burne-Jones’s watercolour is particularly interesting in its demonstration of how
Burne-Jones alters the focus of the myth so that it is Venus, rather than Tannhäuser,
who is represented as the central suffering character. A brief consideration of Morris’s
poem ‘The Hill of Venus’ from The Earthly Paradise prefaces a discussion of
Swinburne’s poem in which the emphasis is ‘on the Venusberg as an occluded queer
space’ (p. 186), and the chapter concludes with the claim that the treatment of the
Tannhäuser myth by both Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic artists and writers offers ‘a
new, more complex, fluid and humane perception of masculine identity’ in the
nineteenth century (p. 187).
The book concludes with Eleanor Fraser Stansbie’s chapter on Holman Hunt’s
three versions of The Light of the World, paintings which, she argues, ‘generated
completely different sets of meanings, contingent upon the contexts of their
production, their reception and their display’ (p. 191). Hunt’s original use of both
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male and female models did, Stansbie argues, contribute to the achievement of a
‘somewhat insubstantial and androgynous figure’ (p. 194) in the earlier versions (the
first in Keble College, Oxford, and a smaller copy in Manchester Art Gallery),
whereas in the later version (St Paul’s Cathedral) the muscular physique of the model
Domenico Mancini produces a ‘less ethereal’ and ‘more sensuous’ (p. 203) figure of
Christ. The distinction acquires a new significance when we take into consideration
the fact that this final version was taken on a tour of British colonies, its purpose
apparently being to ‘uplift the masses spiritually and culturally’ (p. 206).
Stansbie’s chapter thus ends with a more overtly political consideration of the
work of the Pre-Raphaelites, and in his Afterword Colin Cruise notes how the
different forms of masculinity identified in the book must also be located in the context
of a broader ‘struggle for political and legal justice’ (p. 217). Whilst this is often implicit
in this collection, and occasionally explicit, it is an aspect that deserves greater
consideration overall in the book than it receives. The book would also have benefitted
from a clearer distinction between early and later versions of Pre-Raphaelitism – and
indeed those familiar with the work of Morris might well challenge the unquestioning
inclusion of him at all under the umbrella term ‘Pre-Raphaelite’. For example, whilst
this collection would certainly be much the poorer without Ingrid Hanson’s impressive
discussion of Sigurd the Volsung, I am probably not alone in wondering whether this
most un-Pre-Raphaelite of poems has a place in a book concerned with PreRaphaelite art and literature. Likewise the categorisation of Burne-Jones’s work as
distinctly Pre-Raphaelite – second stage or otherwise – might well be challenged.
These issues aside, Pre-Raphaelite Masculinities is a significant and enjoyable contribution
to academic studies in the field of Pre-Raphaelitism and confirms the continuing
importance of this movement for scholars in the twenty-first century.
Phillippa Bennett

Michelle Weinroth and Paul Leduc Browne, eds, To Build a Shadowy Isle of Bliss:William
Morris’s Radicalism and the Embodiment of Dreams (Montreal & Kingston: McGillQueen’s University Press, 2015), 392 pp., 25 b&w photographs, £87.00 cloth,
ISBN 9780773544604; £27.99 pbk, ISBN 9780773544611.
This attractively produced and substantial book came about, we are told, as a result
of a conference on Morris’s aesthetics and radicalism held in Montreal in 2010,
followed by a workshop at the University of Ottawa in the following year. This
accounts for its continuity and coherence. In the Introduction, Michelle Weinroth
tells us that the book’s two aims are ‘to delineate and define Morris’s unorthodox
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radicalism and, in so doing, to uncover the consistency and precocity of his innovative
social thought’ (p. 3). By doing so, she hopes to dispel the contrast often drawn
between the producer of beautiful objects and the radical social critic. She argues,
perhaps extravagantly, that Morris’s social thought has suffered from ‘widespread
misprision and institutional suppression’ (p. 6), his ideas not being taken seriously by
students of aesthetics and his writings being ‘withheld from the limelight’ by the
dismissive attitude of the modernists and post-modernists. Even if this is overstated,
Morrisian readers must warm to the enthusiasm with which Weinroth sets about her
work of reinterpretation. She finds Morris’s radicalism particularly in his advocacy
of the ‘lesser arts’, with its stress on the value of work as the area in which human
beings can find fulfillment. She argues for the dialectical sophistication of the position
Morris took towards revolution, accepting its necessity but dismissing the impatience
of those like the anarchists who did not see the necessity for thorough political
education of the workers to enable the revolution to succeed. Later she remarks that
his is ‘a philosophy predicated on dismantling the institutions of capitalist society, but
it is also a thorough rethinking of the classic strategies of radical change itself ’ (p. 32).
Readers of the book, she hopes, will be led to ‘think differently, beyond dualism, beyond
the perennial battles of desire and reason that have shaped the narratives of Western
philosophy and fettered self-proclaimed “radicals” – as well as their adversaries – to
the downward spiral of the status quo’ (p. 34). It is a grand ambition, developed in
ten substantial chapters.
Since there is not room to discuss each of these in detail, and I would like readers
to have a sense of the topics discussed, I will begin by listing the chapters in the order
in which they appear: ‘William Morris’s “Lesser Arts” and “The Commercial War”’
by Forence Boos; ‘Illuminating Divergences: Morris, Burne-Jones and the Two Aeneids’
by Miles Tittle; ‘Radical Tales: Rethinking the Politics of William Morris’s Last
Romances’ by Phillippa Bennett; ‘Telling Time: Song’s Rhythms in Morris’s Late
Work’ by Elizabeth Helsinger; ‘The Pre-Raphaelite Tongue: The Politics of
Antiquarian Poetics’ by David Latham; ‘Translation, Collaboration, and Reception:
Editing Caxton for the Kelmscott Press’ by Yuri Cowan; ‘Morris’s Road to Nowhere:
New Pathways in Political Persuasion’ by Michelle Weinroth; ‘A Dream of William
Morris: Communism, History, Revolution’ by Paul Leduc Browne; ‘News from Nowhere
Two: Principles of a Sequel’ by Tony Pinkney; ‘Redesigning the Beautiful: Morris,
Mabb, and the Politics of Wallpaper’ by Michelle Weinroth; the ‘Conclusion’ is by
Michelle Weinroth and Paul Leduc Browne. The editors fairly claim to have adopted
an ‘expansive’ outlook, in which they have ‘discovered the complexity of Morris’s
dream of communism, his use of romance as a Bildungsroman for ethical radical
practice, and the imperative of “place” as the conceptual ground upon which social
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change can be imagined and conceived’ (p. 287). In relation to that final formulation,
it is surprising that attention is not paid to Morris the Green; the thorough index
provides a number of entries for ‘education’, ‘equality’ and ‘exchange’, but none at
all for ‘environmentalism’ or ‘nature’. Treatment of this theme would have enhanced
the value of the book.
Well-known Morris scholars are prominent, but it is good to encounter some new
names. Of the established scholars, it is Tony Pinkney whom I found particularly
challenging as he develops some of the ideas that he has formulated in recent articles,
in particular the idea of writing a sequel to News from Nowhere, which he sees as a useful
way to engage with, and reanimate, Morris’s ideas in our present situation. He argues
that there is ‘a healthy tradition’ in which literary utopias have been provided with
sequels, and that the book itself provides a number of possibilities for adding to the
‘some chapters’ that the busy Morris himself provided. He reminds us of the
development of new concepts relating to the utopian tradition, moving the genre
away from the provision of detailed accounts of institutions to a freer concern with
the feeling of life in the community that is shown. Pinkney’s new book would not
ignore the signs of dissidence in News from Nowhere, embodied in the old Grumblers
and the Obstinate Refusers, who should perhaps be seen as serious threats to the
society, rather than merely as occasions for society to show its liberal openness. It
might build on some of the ‘untapped narrative potential’ of the book, including a
number of minor characters who could be more fully developed. The final suggestion
is the most radical: the new News from Nowhere would end with the return of Ellen,
Clara and the other utopians (without Guest?) down the Thames to London to take
part in a final showdown with the reactionaries. This would re-enact the circular
journey motif of many of the later romances, and enforce the view that, to be a
Pilgrim of Hope, ‘you have to move from the country to the city’ (p. 234). The end
would be a confrontation in Trafalgar Square, but the means by which the radical
forces might achieve success ‘remain to be fully invented, just as they do in our own
tricky political moment’ (p. 238). The chapter ends with some reflections on what
might be learned in the process of rewriting. Pinkney argues that Morris’s dislike of
Bellamy’s version of the future led him ‘too far in the direction of simplicity,
pastoralism, the beautiful’ (p. 239). What is needed is to bring together the pastoral
and the high-technical, and to renew the intellectual life of the Left. Few readers
would disagree with that.
Florence Boos continues her long-standing argument to the effect that, although
Morris was a revolutionary socialist, he was always unhappy about violence. He
condemned the violence of British imperialism, but also recognised, in ‘Equality’
(1888), that ‘even revolutionary violence might bring harm’ (p. 36). She quotes
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tellingly from ‘Communism, i.e. Property’, in which Morris attacked the anarchists
who advocated ‘propaganda by the deed’: ‘And here I will say once and for all, what
I have often wanted to say of late, to wit, that the idea of taking any human life for
any reason whatsoever is horrible and abhorrent to me’ (p. 37). Morris came to see
that violence, or war, was endemic to capitalism, but how was this to be ended? Boos
quotes his last public lecture, ‘What We Have to Look For’, to the effect that ‘almost
everyone has ceased to believe in the change coming by catastrophe’. However, Morris
could not see how ‘battle’ could be ‘fought out […] without loss and suffering’ (p. 42).
This suggests to me, though not to Boos, that Morris retained his Marxist belief in
the necessity of revolution to the end. In the second part of the chapter, Boos
considers the tensions on this issue in Morris’s literary work. Sigurd the Volsung is, she
admits, ‘Morris’s most obviously violent work’ because of its Northern sourcematerial, but she argues that it expresses sympathy for all the victims of violence
portrayed. Boos’s account of the late Prose Romances avoids the violence that most
readers have found particularly disturbing in The Roots of the Mountains to concentrate
on the last of them, The Sundering Flood, whose hero is the poet and warrior Osberne,
who refuses the reward of a knighthood for his services, and goes off to seek his
beloved Elfhild; as Boos observes, his renunciation has no counterpart in the earlier
romances. Whatever one makes of Boos’s position here, her eloquent conclusion is
one with which readers will reluctantly agree:
[a]fter two ‘world wars’, several incontestable genocides, and a long and
lengthening series of ‘commercial wars’, in a time when asphyxiating oil spills
and death by unseen drones are journalistic banalities, it is painfully clear,
therefore, that we still search for the secular saving grace of ‘fellowship’ and
its ‘lesser-artistic’ handmaidens.
(pp. 54-55)
In discussing Morris’s late romances, Phillippa Bennett makes a persuasive case for a
political reading of these works. For Bennett, the romance is a form in which Morris
can avoid the ‘dreary introspective nonsense’ that Ellen deplored in the Victorian
novel, and counter its ‘political complacency’ (p. 87). It was not for Morris a didactic
form but one in which he could explore most fully ‘what it means to be human, with
all the challenges, aspirations, sufferings, and achievements that entails’ (p. 89). In the
romances, personal desire becomes integrated into the social; fellowship is achieved
and enjoyed. The energy of the romances, for Bennett, is intimately associated with
‘the irrepressible dynamic of hope’. Alongside Morris’s admission in ‘Communism’
that converting the majority to socialism would take a long time, we may set the
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romances in which we are shown the fulfilment of hope; this is their inspiring value.
Bennett insists on ‘the very real relevance that they had for Morris’s contemporaries
and that they continue to have for us’ (p.104). Is this not rather overstated? Those of
his contemporaries who could afford the Kelmscott Press editions were probably not
socialists, and neither were later enthusiasts like C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien. But
Bennett certainly makes a strong case for the significance of the romances as part of
Morris’s political vision.
Elizabeth Helsinger breaks new ground by showing how Morris’s late poetry,
although small in quantity, embodied in its own way the radical politics of the
contemporary prose romances; Morris turned from the romantic lyric form he had
inherited to create a kind of poetry that could become ‘a culture’s collective voice’ (p.
107). Helsinger’s detailed account of the rhythms of the Chants for Socialists considers
the way in which Morris transformed heroic hexameter into something like the
English ballad meter. We are given a vivid description of the performance of ‘Wake,
London Lads’ at the Exeter Hall meeting of January 1878, protesting against the
British government’s plan to go to war with Russia. A detailed account of ‘The March
of the Workers’ brings out how the rhythm creates ‘a living fellowship of voices and
bodies acting together with concerted will’ (p. 110). However, Helsinger insists that
Morris was aware of the dangerous possibility that communal action might tip over
into violence, and so writes in a way that encourages a reflective rather than an
aggressive attitude; his songs are therefore ‘pitched at a lower key’ than those of Blake
and Shelley (p. 111).
It is Michelle Weinroth who is the major contributor to this book. We have already
considered some ideas from her ‘Introduction’; in a later chapter she considers News
from Nowhere ‘as a rhetorical project, beset by epistemological and aesthetic challenges,
obstacles that Morris faced in projecting before his peers an alternative future’. In
responding to these challenges, she argues, Morris was led to create ‘a hitherto
unimagined method of political conversion’ (p. 173). She contrasts News from Nowhere
with much nineteenth-century socialist discourse, arguing that it constitutes ‘a new
political discourse’ in its questioning of easy assumptions; it offers direct political
information and argument, mostly provided by Old Hammond, and it also offers
romantic descriptions of the countryside. This was unlikely to appeal to activists who
associated the struggle for socialism with industrial cities. The pastoral element, she
argues, is not without political implications: the Lucretian idea of ataraxia, freedom
from anxiety, is exactly what the Nowherians experience in their everyday lives, and
which readers are being taught to value. To convey his ideas, Morris needed to create
a new rhetorical form in which the writer is no single authoritative voice but can share
responsibilities with a sympathetic friend and the Nowherians themselves, and which
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shows ‘the convergence of human agency and happenstance’ (p. 189). Guest must
return to the present, having learnt that the desired commonweal is not so much a
destination to be entered at some point as it is a state being created in efforts at human
betterment in the present. (I was reminded here of the ideas of the anarchist Colin
Ward, although no reference to him occurs in the book). For Weinroth, News from
Nowhere is a bold work, persuasive to those who are prepared to read it with care. It
offers an alternative to the rigidity of Bellamy, in the ‘waywardness of the dream vision
with its implicit prohibition against literalist readings’ (p. 193). It is a form that enables
Morris to ‘broadcast his news in ways more subtle and far-reaching than any “fact”laden article from the contemporary press’ (p. 194). The argument is fresh and cogent.
Weinroth also offers an account of the art of David Mabb, which she sees as offering
an opportunity to participate in a Gramscian education through dialogue, and so fulfil
Morris’s ambition ‘to enlighten contemporary social consciousness artistically’ (p. 270).
In view of this, it seemed a pity that one of Mabb’s challenging works was not chosen
for the cover rather than the beautiful ‘Tulip and Primrose’ fabric design, which
consorts with the romantic words of the title to create a perhaps too comfortable effect.
The editors’ last words are modest:
[t]hough we will not have changed the world in this modest redemptist gesture,
we may nonetheless have begun to open a space for debating and rethinking
the contested meanings of ‘the political’, ‘the aesthetic’, and ‘the radical’ –
categories of discussion that will inexorably haunt the question of social
change.
(p. 288)
Writing in March 2012, Pinkney remarked that ‘we have the current dispersal of the
Occupy movement to show us just how difficult it is to sustain and generalize […]
non-conventional radical practices’ (p. 238). Weinroth and the other contributors to
this thought-provoking book are to be congratulated on their energetic work in
keeping such necessary ideas alive.
Peter Faulkner

Peter Cormack, Arts & Crafts Stained Glass (New Haven:Yale University Press, 2015),
354 pp., 200 colour & 50 b&w illustrations, £50.00 hbk, ISBN 0300209703.
Peter Cormack’s Arts & Crafts Stained Glass is a landmark study that opens up enquiry
into a neglected subject. The author notes the persistent absence of stained glass in
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the historiography of the Arts and Crafts Movement, observing that many historians
of the subject ‘scarcely mention stained glass and, even less, its transformation at the
hands of Arts and Crafts practitioners’ (p. 5). This comment identifies the author’s
aim, to reinstate stained glass as a medium central to the Arts and Crafts Movement
and to promote understanding of stained glass as a valid form of artistic practice.
Cormack suggests that histories of the Arts and Crafts Movement have tended to
focus on ‘what is collectible, moveable and exhibitable’ (p. 5), features not normally
compatible with stained-glass windows.
The book adopts a broadly chronological approach, detecting the earliest signs
of Arts and Crafts practice in the late 1870s and tracing the movement through to
the dramatic windows of Douglas Strachan in the 1930s. The central character in
this narrative is Christopher Whall, whom Cormack credits with influencing almost
every glass-painter mentioned in the book. Whall’s influence was achieved in a variety
of ways, through his windows, his stained glass classes at the Central School of Arts
and Crafts, the less formal instruction to his pupils in his studio and his notable book
Stained Glass Work (1905). The author stresses the camaraderie or ‘collegiate’
atmosphere of Whall’s atelier, thus linking it to other Arts and Crafts collectives, and
his approach is represented as personal and vocational, the antithesis of the
commercial logic that Cormack sees as dominating the large stained-glass studios
formed in the 1860s.
The wonderful sequence of windows installed in the Lady Chapel of Gloucester
Cathedral (surely one of the most enthralling post-medieval stained-glass experiences
anywhere) is described in some detail. Cormack illustrates Whall’s commitment to
his art by showing how he accepted the stingy fee of 30s per square foot for the glass
(about half the commercial rate) in return for the opportunity of glazing one of the
great architectural spaces in England. Assistants and pupils unanimously agreed to
work for reduced wages and Whall himself worked gratis; in fact it was only when
Cathedral authorities agreed to raise the price to 33s per foot that he managed to
cover his expenses. This kind of commitment places Whall firmly within the type of
ethically engaged maker that we associate with the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Whall’s attention to materials and making processes (the other key Arts and Crafts
trait) is described in some detail. In a paper of 1891 Whall posed the question:
‘[w]hich is more important, that flesh should look soft and smooth, etc., or that the
window should sparkle? Of course it ought to sparkle!’ (p. 40). Whall relegated
illusionistic effects in favour of demonstrating the luminous qualities of the material.
He was aided in his quest for sparkling windows by the development of new types of
pot-metal glass, notably ‘Prior’s Early English’. This was a mould-blown glass that
was cut up into slightly convex ‘slabs’, the shape, texture and irregularity all adding
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to the visual interest of the material. Whall used this glass to great effect, celebrating
the inherent properties of the material and using prominent lead-lines in an expressive
manner that balanced glass, colour and linear design in a highly effective way.
Cormack argues in Arts & Crafts Stained Glass that the windows produced by
William Morris and his firm occupy an intermediate status, not so much Arts and
Crafts, as a transition between Victorian stained glass and later developments.
Cormack identifies three phases in the Firm’s glass: the early windows of the 1860s,
the ‘aesthetic’ windows of the 1870s and the more stridently leaded and intensely
coloured windows of the early 1880s. He argues that this latter phase was initiated
by Burne-Jones’s mosaic commission for the American Episcopal Church in Rome,
commissioned by George Edmund Street in 1881: ‘designing for the medium of
mosaic brought a renewed confidence to his stylisation of figures and pictorial space.
It can indeed be seen as a kind of liberation from his long enthrallment to Renaissance
art’ (p. 23). Burne-Jones discussed this commission with Morris at some length and
Cormack sees it as a direct influence on the wonderful windows designed for what is
now St. Philip’s Cathedral in Birmingham during the mid-1880s. As none of the glass
painting was actually done by the partners, Morris’s firm can be clearly distinguished
from Whall and other Arts and Crafts practitioners. Although Morris cared
passionately about the glass itself, the later windows often did not use the best ‘antique’
glass made by James Powell and Sons, instead often opting for a cheaper variety made
by Chance and Co. of Birmingham. Cormack demonstrates that Burne-Jones urged
Morris to start making his own glass, and, according to William De Morgan ‘very
nearly set up the making of pot glass’ (p. 25), but this was to be one project too many
for Morris. It is clear that many later glass painters saw the Morris firm’s glass as the
pinnacle of Victorian achievements and many Arts and Crafts designers continued
to be influenced by its windows.
Cormack analyses the work of a fascinating range of designers: some like Selwyn
Image will be familiar to those interested in the period while others like Heywood
Sumner are less well known. Sumner was particularly radical in pursuing the Arts
and Crafts concept, often using very little painting at all in his windows. Pushed to
this extreme, stained glass became a very different form of creative practice, the
artistry located as much in the choice of material and the way it was configured as in
the more traditionally ‘artistic’ act of painting.
Cormack highlights a particularly interesting relationship between stained glass
and gender: ‘stained glass became the one major Arts & Crafts activity where there
was real gender parity in both status and achievement’ (p. 253). A key figure in this
development was Mary Lowndes, partner in Lowndes and Drury, established in 1897
‘to meet the needs of independent artists seeking the technical facilities to carry out
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their own stained glass commissions’ (pp. 95-6). Artists could hire out studio space to
draw cartoons and then benefit from advice on how the glass might be painted and
fired from the skilled workers in the firm. By 1906 ‘The Glasshouse’, Lowndes and
Drury’s purpose-built premises, was a key centre for progressive stained glass in
London. Lowndes was an active suffragist, founding the Artists’ Suffrage League in
1907, and co-founding the Society of Women Welders (a female trade union) during
World War One.
The American boom in Gothic Revival buildings during the early twentieth
century provided a fertile context for transatlantic glass painters. Ralph Adams Cram
was a progressive architect who reacted against the prevailing taste for the opalescent
windows of Lafarge and Tiffany, which were sophisticated in pictorial terms but did
not transmit enough light to fulfil an architectural function. By 1909 Cram had met
Charles Connick, who opened his own studio in 1913. Both Cram and Connick had
completed research trips to Europe, both meeting Whall and the English
manufactures of ‘slab’ glass, which Connick subsequently had imported to the USA
in large quantities. Cormack suggests that the high light-levels prevalent in cities such
as Boston allowed Connick to use more intense colouring than Whall, resulting in a
series of spectacular windows. Connick had also toured some of the major medieval
stained-glass sites in Europe but was in no way rigidly historicist, producing instead
‘something authentically new and yet full of meaningful reference to the past’ (p. 216).
The only negative aspect of this book is the somewhat simplistic way in which it
represents Victorian stained glass. In advocating the radicalism of the Arts and Crafts
makers, Cormack is too eager to criticise earlier glass. To dismiss Victorian stained
glass as a ‘pseudo-antiquarian industry’, or as merely ‘trade glass’, is a caricature of
a complex area of cultural activity. I would have been interested to hear more about
the business side of Arts and Crafts stained glass: pricing is only mentioned once in
the context of Whall’s generosity during the Gloucester Cathedral commission but
the reader is not told if the smaller-scale production of Arts and Crafts windows
resulted in higher prices than the more commercial firms.
The production values of the book are high, photography is of consistently high
quality, and reproduced photographs of studios and key personalities are fascinating.
This book has clearly been informed by a large amount of new primary research and
is full of information that will be fundamental to future students of this subject. The
book is not cheap but given its originality, erudition and scope, this is surely a key
purchase for anyone seriously interested in stained glass or the Arts and Crafts
Movement.
Jim Cheshire
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Kristin Ross, Communal Luxury:The Political Imaginary of the Paris Commune (London:
Verso, 2015), 156 pp., £16.99 hbk, ISBN 9781781688397.
The phrase ‘communal luxury’ can be found in the Manifesto of the Paris
Commune’s Federation of Artists, a document written by Eugene Pottier in the thick
of political struggle. ‘We will work cooperatively toward our regeneration, the birth
of communal luxury, future splendours and the Universal Republic’, he wrote. Kristin
Ross, a well-known cultural theorist and professor of comparative literature at New
York University, has borrowed the phrase for the title of her recent book retracing
the political imaginary of the Commune because it aptly signifies the Communards’
demand ‘that beauty flourish in spaces shared in common and not just in special
privatised preserves’ (p. 58). The pursuit of such a struggle meant ‘reconfiguring art
to be fully integrated into everyday life’ (p. 58), an endeavour which appealed to
Morris because of its simultaneous aesthetic and political audacity. Morris’s thinking
about art and society had already begun to be influenced by a very similar
commitment to aesthetic democracy during the late 1870s, before his entry into the
socialist movement led him belatedly to become ‘one of the foremost British
supporters of the memory of the Paris Commune’ (p. 61).
Ross’s titular phrase – communal luxury – verges on the oxymoronic. If ‘luxury’
were to be communised, to what extent could it still be thought of as luxurious? In a
market-driven, capitalist society, the word tends to signify that which is out of the
ordinary, or desirable in some way, without being indispensable, and is, therefore,
usually identified with commodities that are almost certainly expensive. Luxury goods
are, almost by definition, beyond the means of the multitude. To communise ‘luxury’,
then, is to make it generally available in such a way that its social function as a marker
of status, or privilege, becomes redundant. This is part of the reason why the Russian
anarchist Peter Kropotkin included a chapter in The Conquest of Bread (1892) entitled
‘The need for luxury’: give us bread, but give us roses too. What remains of ‘luxury’
when everyone has access to it, or when it is reconceptualised as a need? If every
house, say, were to be a ‘luxury’ house, the adjective would surely become superfluous.
The struggle to achieve such a state of affairs animated Morris’s political practice,
and his utopian vision of Nowhere, as much as it motivated Communard artists such
as Gustave Courbet and Eugene Pottier. The aesthetic dimension of this political
struggle is neatly captured by Ross: Morris, like the Communards, was interested in
‘creating and expanding the conditions for art’ (p. 61).
In another sense, though, the Communard artists were true to the etymological
origins of the word, from Latin luxuria, or luxus, meaning abundance. It is perhaps no
coincidence that Morris’s pattern-designs repeatedly offer images of organic
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abundance – fruit ever on the vine, flowers ever in leaf. The Communards, like
Morris, wanted luxury to abound. In their desire to make luxury plentiful the
Communards anticipated, and stimulated, Morris’s heterodox version of
communism, which was always about levelling upwards. Why should beauty not be
abundant and universally available? The same motivations had inspired Morris’s
youthful desire to transform the world with beauty. The oxymoronic character of
Ross’s titular phrase serves as a timely reminder of the historically contingent nature
of capitalist society, which restricts the meaning of ‘luxury’ by limiting its availability
to those who can pay.
Morris also shared many of the Communards’ other preoccupations: overcoming
the alienation between town and country; striving towards the integration of manual
and mental labour; the internationalist supersession of the nation-state and national
chauvinism, together with a commitment to local autonomy and particularity. These
are some of the major theoretical and practical issues discussed by Ross in Communal
Luxury, offering a clue as to why Morris appears as such a central figure in her relatively
short, but admirably wide-ranging reconstruction of Communard thought. Ross’s first
book, The Emergence of Social Space: Rimbaud and the Paris Commune (1988), offered similarly
illuminating reflections on the French revolution of 1871, interwoven with readings
of the poetry of Arthur Rimbaud. Ross makes clear in the introduction to Communal
Luxury that her return to the subject has been partly inspired by recent political events,
not least the Occupy movement and the questions it has raised, including ‘the problem
of how to refashion an internationalist conjuncture, the future of education, labour,
and the status of art, the commune-form and its relationship to ecological theory and
practice’ (p. 2). Ross shares with Walter Benjamin a conviction that a history such as
that of the Commune should not be locked up in the museum of historicism, but
should be used instead as a resource of critical insight for the present.
This is not simply a case of mining the Commune’s successes and failures for the
appropriate ‘lessons’. In moments of political failure and defeat, the strategic mind
inevitably turns to the balance sheet: what was lost and what was gained in the
experience? As Ross argued in The Emergence of Social Space, this mindset, rational and
calculating as it is, tends to overlook and ignore the desires, creative energies and
imaginative forces that are released during moments of intense political struggle. In
a Blochian register, we might think of the ‘cold’ and the ‘warm’ streams of Marxism.
Many of the Commune’s commentators, hostile or otherwise, have tended to focus
on the Communards’ strategic failures – their military misadventures or their tardiness
in seizing the assets of the Bank of France. Morris, it must be said, lent his name to
this kind of analysis, particularly in the Socialist League pamphlet A Short Account of
the Commune of Paris (1886), co-authored with Ernest Belfort Bax and Victor Dave.
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Ross, by contrast, accentuates those aspects of Morris’s celebration of the Commune
in which he rescued it not only from the ‘dull lies of bourgeois history’ but also from
the spurious ‘“wisdom” of the sympathetic, but after-the-fact, observer/theorist’ (p.
96). This aspect of her discussion naturally focuses on The Pilgrims of Hope and News
from Nowhere to a greater extent than it does on his journalism and public lectures.
This is perhaps why Morris’s name often appears in conjunction with Reclus and
Kropotkin, but rarely if at all with that of Bax.
Ross’s book is not simply another retelling of the Commune’s story and neither
does it engage extensively with the existing historiography. Rather, she expands ‘the
geographical and temporal frame of the event beyond the seventy-two Parisian days’
(p. 6) by tracing its origins back into the world of clubs and associations that gathered
during the final years of the Second Empire to commemorate the revolution of 1848,
where veterans of ’48 met with young workers involved in the Paris section of the
International Workingman’s Association, as well as refugees from further afield. Ross
simultaneously extends the scope of her project beyond the suppression of the
Commune by taking account of the activities of some of the Commune’s many
legatees and fellow-travellers, amongst whom she numbers Morris, Kropotkin and
Marx, as well as those who had been more immediately involved, such as Elisée Reclus
and Gustave Lefrançais. Some Communard exiles, such as the shoemakers Napoléon
and Gustave Gaillard (père et fils) and Benoît Malon, found refuge in Switzerland
after the Commune was brutally crushed, where they debated the principles of
anarchist-communism with Geneva-based militants, including Reclus, Kropotkin,
Lefrançais and Errico Malatesta.
These groupings formed the basis of a loose network that helped to consolidate
the Communard imaginary. In Ross’s formulation, theirs was no simple gesture of
commemoration: ‘[n]ot the memory of the event or its legacy […] but its
prolongation [was] every bit as vital to the event’s logic as the initial acts of
insurrection in the streets of the city’ (p. 6). These groupings worked at the
‘intersections in thought and sociability’ and devoted their energies to
mutual engagement and participation in the elaboration of the Commune’s
memory [and] to the generation of new political projects and debates in the
1870s and 1880s that grew out of the experience of the Commune. They took
the form of journals, theoretical elaborations, debates, and shared meals.
These paths taken – or better, constructed – during and after the Commune
are both trajectories and the vectors of an analysis; they constitute a kind of
‘globalisation from below’ at the precise moment that in France, at least, a
deeply conservative integralist sequence retrenching around national identity
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in the wake of the Commune had begun, and that would extend at least
through Vichy.
(p. 93)
The resulting cross-pollinations and transversal connections offer up a heady mix,
blending Marx with the anarchist-communism of Malatesta and Kropotkin, in such
a way as to guarantee that one can never quite be sure of one’s theoretical footing.
This is another aspect of Ross’s account that speaks implicitly to our present moment.
Ross notes that ‘what looks to be theoretical confusion may well be an astute and
well-thought-out political strategy’, not least because a ‘strategic position based on
non-alignment […] and on association over sectarianism, may well be worth
considering today, and there are many indications that this has indeed become the
case’ (p. 111). These indications are, frustratingly, left unspecified, but we might
assume a link to the political experiments of the Occupy movement mentioned at
the outset.
In reflecting on the lasting damage caused by the rupture between Marx and
Bakunin in the First International, Ross also speculates about the extent to which
theoretical refinement can be, in the last instance, politically disabling. Her own
interest in the Commune, she explains, ‘has less to do with refining theoretical
arguments or correcting theoretical error than with something like its opposite’, before
suggesting that the ‘post-Commune period was […] like our own, not a period of
great theoretical purity’. Tellingly, her next sentence turns to Morris, who, she argues,
‘was not alone in thinking that an obsession with such purity frequently gets in the
way of the task of making socialists’ (p. 108). In a time of widespread disorganisation
of radical and revolutionary forces, this approach clearly makes political sense. In
historiographical terms, though, one might question whether Morris was as
theoretically rudderless as is here implied. If he were, why would he have gone to the
trouble of waging numerous polemics against both the parliamentary and anarchist
factions of the Socialist League (jokers to the left of him, fools to the right)? Morris
certainly wanted to make socialists, but he wanted to make socialists who shared his
particular strategic outlook.
Morris is a consistent presence in the book. Acknowledging the biographical
significance of his concurrent visit to Iceland during the unfolding events in Paris,
Ross’s third chapter weaves together a deft reading of Reclus’s and Morris’s
indebtedness to the Nordic island nation and the geographical research conducted
by Kropotkin in the ridges and glacial drifts of Sweden, Finland and Siberia during
the early 1870s. This research helped Kropotkin to formulate his anti-SocialDarwinist theory of mutual aid, finding in the natural environment of these countries
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an example of evolutionary cooperation rather than competition. Ross’s chapter is
entitled ‘The Literature of the North’, in a nod to Morris’s lecture ‘The Early
Literature of the North – Iceland’ (1887). As she puts it:
What is important is to recognise in Morris’s and Reclus’s fascination with
medieval Iceland their way of going about decentralising the flow of history.
[…]. It is a way of allowing other paths taken through historical time,
including the time to come, to become visible. The persistence of non-growthdriven cultures in the present builds confidence in the possibility of
anachronism by allowing encounters in one’s own moment with actually
embodied aspects of the past, stranded or land-locked, as it were, but still
sporadically perceptible. Evoking communitarian or tribal societies of the past
may provide clues to the free forms of whole new economic life in the future.
By granting pre-capitalist societies an exemplary status or by investing them with
uncommon significance they in turn offer ideas that can be appropriated […].
(pp. 74-75)
Ross also finds a parallel for Morris’s experience of Iceland in Marx’s late researches
on the Russian peasant commune (obshina or mir), brought to Marx’s attention by the
Communard exile Elisabeth Dmitrieff and elaborated in his correspondence with
Kropotkin’s friend Vera Zasulich. Much like Marx’s attitude to the peasant commune,
Morris approached the Icelandic past in an attempt to activate it and to make it
useable in the socialist movement’s present tense. The historical supersession of
medieval Iceland’s collectivist way of life, much like the ‘failure’ of the Commune,
was of less consequence for Morris than the fact that ‘in both cases, for those who
lived it, a type of liberty and a network of solidarity were realised, and out of local
defeat there may well come a prototype for future social revolutions’ (p. 75).
Ross reiterates a substantially similar point at the conclusion to chapter four, ‘The
Seeds Beneath the Snow’. After tracing the trajectories and theoretical debates of
Communard exiles in London and Switzerland, she moves on to consider the threeway dialogue between Morris, Kropotkin and Paul Lafargue on the state and
industrial society. Ross argues that one way of conceptualising the new, for Morris
and Kropotkin, was to think about ‘anachronisms land-locked in the present. Being
attentive to the energies of the outmoded was one way to think oneself into the future’
(p. 116). Thinking beyond the capitalist nation-state might, paradoxically, involve
revisiting its pre-history. Morris’s historicism was thus not a dead, sterile affair. On
the contrary, in looking backwards, he looked forwards with much greater insight and
imagination than, say, Edward Bellamy. Ross draws out this point in relation to
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Morris’s aesthetic preferences as well, pointing out that ‘[t]hose who continue to
accuse Morris of a musty or romanticised medievalism view both the art of premodern times and Morris’s relationship to that art very differently than he himself
did. Where his critics see a nostalgic entrancement on his part with art objects from
the past, Morris saw an art that was not external to the everyday or, as is supposed,
elevated above it and trying vainly to enter it’ (p. 63).
The Commune was short-lived and murdered in the cradle, but it represents a
moment of crisis that was experienced so intensely by its participants that its duration
can hardly be measured in crudely quantitative terms, as a matter of mere days and
months. Many of the Communards were brutally, savagely slaughtered by the
Versaillais soldiers – the ‘vile dwarf ’s stroke’, as Morris put it in The Pilgrims of Hope,
referring to the military machinations of Adolphe Thiers. Their deeds, however,
continue to resonate and draw attention from figures as diverse as the political
philosopher Alain Badiou and the Yale historian John Merriman. Ross’s book can
properly be thought of as a continuation of the tradition, or, rather, the set of
practices, which it surveys, extending the temporal frame of the Commune by making
the political imaginary of its partisans live in the present. It might be worthwhile
pausing to consider whether this contrapuntal attitude to the historical past represents
a potentially fruitful way to approach Morris in 2015 and beyond. As Ross has so
clearly shown, it would certainly be an eminently Morrisian way to approach Morris.
Owen Holland

Yoshiko Seki, The Rhetoric of Retelling Old Romances: Medievalist Poetry by Alfred Tennyson
and William Morris (Tokyo, Japan: Eihosha, 2015), 198 pp., 2 b&w figures, £22.00 hbk,
ISBN 9784269740310.
During the mid-Victorian period there was extensive discussion of recent styles and
tendencies in art, architecture and poetry. Why, in an age full of new ideas and
technological changes – which cry out for inclusion in the culture of the time – were
the Victorians obsessed with setting Gothic against Classical buildings? Or were these
merely facades? Why did Pre-Raphaelite art present so many medieval scenes? Why
could Dante Gabriel Rossetti never complete his contemporary painting called Found?
Turning to poetry, why did Arthur Hugh Clough remonstrate so often with Matthew
Arnold about the classical subject-matter of his poems? To which Arnold answered,
in a letter dated February 1849: ‘[r]eflect too […] how deeply unpoetical the age and
all one’s surroundings are. Not unprofound, not ungrand, not unmoving:–– but
unpoetical.’
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Usually, as Yoshiko Seki points out in her first main chapter ‘The Function of
Poetry’, medievalism was contrasted not with classicism but with the social challenges
of the Victorian period. Following Keats, the most important writers turned to the
medieval age for the setting of their poems. To help us understand this apparent
evasion of duty Seki has provided a straightforward guide to medievalist poetry, and
concentrated her arguments around two prominent practitioners – Tennyson and
Morris. The first source of inspiration for both poets was the work of Sir Walter Scott,
and Seki reminds us that Morris claimed to have read all of Scott before reaching
the age of seven. But the second source was Malory’s Le Morte Darthur, of which
nineteen editions were published between 1800 and 1900.
Despite this, there were considerable inhibitions about coming out openly as a
medievalist. Seki asks us to consider how cautious Tennyson was about publishing
one of his most well-known poems, the ‘Morte d’Arthur’. It was written in 1833-34,
but Tennyson was wary in case his work should be ridiculed. As Edward Fitzgerald
bears witness:
The ‘Morte d’Arthur’ when read to us from manuscript in 1835 had no
introduction or epilogue; which was added to anticipate or excuse the ‘faint
Homeric echoes’, etc. (as in the ‘Day-Dream’), to give a reason for telling an oldworld tale.
Therefore, with this rhetorical device, Tennyson set about creating a subterfuge: when
it was finally published in 1842 the main text was framed by a description of a holiday
scene, actually based upon a real holiday with fellow-students in the Lake District.
This both enhances the contemporaneity of the poem and distances its shocking
novelty; it ceases to be an epic and becomes a kind of humorous entertainment
between friends. In the main part of her book Seki explores the stages through which
idea of the ‘Morte d’Arthur’ progressed as it was expanded and developed into the
Idylls of the King (1859).
On coming to Morris she promises much with her epigraph from May Morris
(which has also provided the title of this book):
A Friend was reminding me lately of what we had both heard my father say
about the right way of retelling an old romance: ‘Read it through’, he said, ‘then
shut the book and write it out again as a new story for yourself ’.
Seki begins with an excellent analysis of the four Arthurian poems at the beginning
of The Defence of Guenevere (1858). She explains how Morris was both indebted to
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Tennyson and yet trying to rebel against him. She makes the point that Morris’s title
poem, ‘The Defence of Guenevere’, is not ‘a revision of a famous episode of the
Arthurian romance’ (p. 120). The dramatic structure of the poem ‘gives the poet a
way of putting the past world temporarily in the context of the modern world in
order to cast new light upon the past’ (ibid.). In dealing with ‘Sir Galahad, a Christmas
Mystery’ she makes the expected general reference to Browning, but sharpens it by
showing how much the first narrative section draws upon ‘Childe Roland’, a poem
much praised by Morris in his review of Men and Women (1855). However, Seki finds
the liturgical drama that follows transforms the weary Galahad into ‘the holy hero
(like Tennyson’s) who unhesitatingly pursues his profession’ (p. 135). Seki ends her
summary with the angel and the four ladies, and totally omits the last speech of Sir
Bors:
Poor merry Dinadan, that with jape and scoff
Kept us all merry, in a little wood
Was found all hacked and dead […]
[…] everywhere
The knights come foil’d from the great quest, in vain;
In vain they struggle for the vision fair.
This speech, which seems to me unforgettable once read, is in fact Morris’s modern
conclusion to the Grail Quest. Whatever Galahad has achieved, it is at the cost of his
good friends and companions.
It is a pity that, after such a careful reading, Seki can only conclude by pointing
out ‘the disunity and untidiness’ (p. 136) of these poems. This contradicts the
forcefulness of her argument, and I hastened on to see what she would make of The
Earthly Paradise (1868-70); but Seki provides another discursive chapter on ‘Romance,
or the Sense of the Past’ before coming to ‘Morris as a Storyteller’. Her justification
for this is provided by a long quotation from Morris’s address to the SPAB in 1889:
As for romance, what does romance mean? I have heard people mis-called
for being romantic, but what romance means is the capacity for a true
conception of history, a power of making the past part of the present.
The Earthly Paradise is to be seen as ‘a place to preserve his favourite “past” stories as
well as an opportunity to make a defence of his poetry to the “present” audience’ (p.
156-57). When we finally reach the stories, there is only a short summary of the
content and the point is made, in the words of Florence Boos, that there is an ‘insistent
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preoccupation with the inevitability of death’ (p. 171). It is a disappointment to find
that Seki’s book ducks out of discussing the hopes raised in her title by ‘old romances’,
for one had expected some account of how, say, ‘The Lovers of Gudrun’ is retold,
and at least a reference to the prose romances, but these are not considered at all.
One final word of praise: it is worth looking at the design of the attractive blue-andwhite book-cover: this is based on the title page of the Kelmscott Press edition of
Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s Hand and Soul (1869).
John Purkis

Joscelyn Godwin, ed., The Starlight Years: Love & War at Kelmscott Manor 1940-1948
(Stanbridge: Dovecote Press, 2015), 192 pp., 32 colour plates, large format sewn
paperback with flaps, £15.00, ISBN 9780992915117.
‘[…] he has all sorts of ways so unsympathetic with the sweet simple old place, that
I feel his presence there as a kind of slur on it […]’. So wrote William Morris of
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, his co-tenant of Kelmscott Manor, as their three-year lease
dragged its way through November 1872. What, one wonders, would he have made
of Edward and Stephani (née Allfree) Scott Snell, the subjects of The Starlight Years,
and their tenure there?
Between 1939 and 1962 Oxford University owned the Manor, an out-of-the-way
house with antiquated domestic arrangements let and sub-let to a succession of
tenants as it quietly decayed around them. The first of these were the Scott Snells,
who took possession of this ‘most enchanted place on earth’ (p. 43) in 1940. They
had met five years earlier at the Byam Shaw School of Art, where the sprucely
handsome and cultured Edward first exerted his Svengali-like influence over Stephani,
aged seventeen and six years his junior; as she was later to recall, she expended great
energy in cultivating her unguided tastes and unfinished education to make herself a
fit intellectual companion for him: ‘De Sade, Beardsley, Wilde, Max Ernst, Corvo,
Dali, the Pre-Raphaelites […] I absorbed them all as if I were working for a degree
in decadence’ (p. 13). In 1938 she entertained and overcame a moment of indecision
as to whether she ‘should […] relinquish Edward into the escapist world into which
he had lured me, against natural inclination’ (p. 30). The escapist world was Thessyros,
where the everlastingly youthful Cupid and Cherry inhabited a realm of sadoeroticism and hyper-sensation described in sentences of adjectival overload.
Thessyros, influenced most notably by Aubrey Beardsley’s Story of Venus and
Tannhäuser, evolved into Edward and Stephani’s joint creation during the early years
of their relationship (and clandestine marriage) when circumstance prevented them
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from being together and they took refuge in voluminous correspondence and the
composition and exchange of prose poems and Thessyrian writings. The Starlight Years
is constructed from their letters and diary entries, selected and carefully framed for
the reader by its editor, their younger son, Joscelyn Godwin. The text is supplemented
by their drawings and paintings, which include some hitherto unpublished depictions
of the Manor.
The book’s Prologue sets out its stall by telling us that ‘[t]his is the story of how
two artists fell in love with each other, with Kelmscott Manor and with William
Morris’ (p. 10), and herein lies its appeal to Morrisians – the Manor’s interiors and
gardens, surrounding landscape and village are all wonderfully evoked, made
preternaturally real by two people well-practised in descriptive writing, and who wrote
in a literary style with an eye to posterity.
Both Stephani and Edward were, in fact, in love with Morris before they were in
love with each other and the attainment of their tenure at the Manor against
circumstantial odds was, as Morris devotees, of resounding significance to both. Their
absolute rejection of the real world, brought low by the Second World War
(successfully sidestepped by Edward), enabled them to fashion, for a while, a fragile
idyll of creativity, romance and aesthetic fulfilment in which the shade of William
Morris was never far away. Despite the drawbacks of life at the Manor: its outdated
facilities, the lack of domestic help, the sheer time-consuming inconvenience of it all,
Edward and Stephani cleaved to it much as Morris had done before them, and with
a depth, sincerity and at times desperation that cannot fail to touch the reader.
Inspired by the proximity of Morris’s spirit and in an effort to supplement their
meagre income the Scott Snells embarked on a round of school lecture tours – ‘Tis
very easy, and they pay well’ (p. 101), writes Edward – speaking on Morris’s life and
work in the hope of spreading his ideals amongst the next generation. Then, over the
summer of 1943, they worked together on a clarion call against modernism, Warrior
Bard, a biography of Morris for which they penned alternate chapters (they also kept
a joint diary and often painted at the same canvas, working methods reflecting the
extremity of their creative togetherness). Warrior Bard was not published until several
years later when Stephani, on receipt of the first volumes, noted with a sense of
deflation that it ‘looked rather thin and reduced in size’ (p. 181) although its contents
read as well as ever. By then, their days at the Manor were numbered. The outside
world in its post-war ugliness had encroached to a degree that neither could tolerate,
and parenthood too had taken its toll on their relationship; Edward’s astounding
attitude towards his two young sons, whom he wished at all costs to be free of in order
to re-ignite his sexual appetite for their mother, reads like a canker at the heart of
utopia. They would leave Kelmscott for America just a few months later, with
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Stephani lamenting the desolation of uprootedness and her longing to return: ‘[m]y
only wish is to be put back’ (p. 186).
Reading this book is a tug-of-war affair; one is constantly pulled between an
appreciation of illuminating and sensitively-observed passages that describe details
now lost to us or evoke the joyousness of possession of Kelmscott’s abundant
loveliness, and the uneasy recognition that, after all, everywhere the flowers are a little
too dense, the fruit a little too ripe, the stage a little too opulently set. This is no doubt
due in part to Edward and Stephani’s intake of alcohol and Benzedrine, which they
referred to rather more poetically as ‘starlight’, and which they used to heighten their
creativity. The sincerity of the couple’s devotion to both Morris and his beloved house
is beyond doubt but there is more than a little mawkishness in Stephani’s yearning
after him and her invitation to ‘live freely in us’ (p. 91). It is all rather claustrophobic.
What would Morris himself have made of the Scott Snells? It is certainly worth
reading The Starlight Years in order to decide for oneself.
Kathy Haslam
Steven Parissien, The Comfort of the Past: Building in Oxford and Beyond 1815-2015
(London: Paul Holberton publishing, 2015), 200 pp., 200 colour illustrations, £40.00
hbk., ISBN 9781907372773.
The Comfort of the Past gives a thorough account of architecture in Oxford over the
last two hundred years, although it is stronger on individual buildings than on the
general development of the city. The limited index offers only Architects, Builders
and designers and Buildings, so that there is no way to check whether Parissien admits
the relevance of, say, the Oxford Movement or the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings, or even the Greek Revival. Readers of Tony Pinkney’s excellent
William Morris in Oxford will recall that Morris and the SPAB fought two major
campaigns in Oxford, both unsuccessful. In 1881 they opposed T.G. Jackson’s plan
to replace the fourteenth-century statues on the tower of St. Mary’s with modern
equivalents, eventually provided by George Frampton. In view of this, it is not
surprising to find Morris becoming increasingly critical of the Oxford establishment
for its failure to defend its built environment from ‘vulgarization’ as in ‘Some Hints
on Pattern-Designing’ (1882), where their behaviour is denounced as ‘a disgrace’. It
is disappointing that Parissien makes no reference at all to these events. There are
numerous attractive illustrations, many of them photographs by Chris Andrews which
show Oxford as a Mediterranean city of colourful gardens, blue sky and sunshine.
The overall account is chronological, beginning with the builder Daniel Evans,
whose chapels in a classical mode (not in Oxford) asserted the significance and
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authority of Methodism in the early nineteenth century. The contracting firm Symm,
named after Evans’s successor, became the most active agent in Oxford building
thereafter. Evans built a classical chapel in New Inn Hall Street in 1817-18, but this
was replaced in 1876 by a larger building in the Gothic style, a change representing
the overall movement towards the Gothic in Oxford at the time. In the national
building boom of the period after 1815, we are told, Oxford ‘chose not to mimic the
grandiose Greek Revival style then prevalent in London, Liverpool and Edinburgh,
but to stick with a tried-and-tested architectural answer which reflected its own
peculiar building history – a Late Gothic idiom that had first been used in the fifteenth
century’ (p. 21). The colleges preferred to employ ‘malleable locals’ or to rely on
master-masons to execute their commissions. This helped to create a quietly unified
architectural scene, inclined towards the bland rather than the dramatic. Several wellknown architects contributed buildings in this mode, including G.F. Bodley and
Thomas Garner, sometimes independently and sometimes in partnership as in the
Wolsey Tower at Christ Church and St. Swithin’s Quad at Magdalen (from 1881),
which was admired by Morris. George Gilbert Scott’s Martyrs’ Memorial of 184143 is described as a ‘properly Protestant composition’ but nevertheless ‘typical of
Oxford’s conservative medievalism’ (p. 60). T.G. Jackson was Victorian Oxford’s most
prolific and reliable architect; the ‘assured stylistic compromise’ of his Jacobethan
Examination Schools of 1876-82 ‘set the pattern of Oxford architecture for the next
fifty years’ (p. 65). No reference is made to Ruskin’s 1884 remark about ‘this black
hole […] in a style as inherently corrupt as it is unEnglish’. It is surprising to find
that, although George Edmund Street established his practice in Beaumont Street in
1852 (at which Morris was to meet his lifelong friend Philip Webb) and was the
Diocesan Architect, building the fine church of Sts. Philip and James on Woodstock
Road, 1860-66, he was not asked to do any substantial work for the university.
Some more adventurous buildings did appear, such as what Parissien terms the
‘delightfully Disneyesque’ Shire Hall built by John Plowman in 1839-41, and William
Wilkinson’s Randolph Hotel, with its ‘jaunty if somewhat incoherent Gothic facade’
of 1863-66 (p. 36). The latter, it is pointed out, contrasts strongly with C.R. Cockerell’s
‘classical masterpiece’, the University Galleries (now the Ashmolean Museum) of
1840-41 (p. 35). The University Museum of 1855-59 by Thomas Deanne and
Benjamin Woodward is a technically innovative building with iron pillars, giving
science the position it had come to occupy in the culture. The great Roman Catholic
architect A.W. Pugin was invited by two sympathetic dons to produce plans for
rebuilding at Balliol – his ‘monastic’ design of 1833-34 is shown – but it was rapidly
dismissed by the Master as far too Catholic. Pugin’s only work in Oxford was a Gothic
gateway at Magdalen of 1844, which he saw as a riposte to Scott’s Martyrs’ Memorial;
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but it was demolished only thirty-five years later. However, the flamboyant High
Churchman William Butterfield was chosen to rebuild the chapel of Balliol in 1854,
and later produced the most remarkable Victorian building in Oxford, Keble College,
begun 1868. Parissien offers a striking photograph of the enormous brick chapel at
Keble, commenting, in one of the many incisive remarks that accompany the images:
Its unapologetically muscular polychromy represents the highwater mark of
Oxford Gothic; thereafter the university recoiled from such emphatic aesthetic
expressions, and took refuge instead in comforting eclecticism.
(p. 47)
This eclecticism may be seen in Basil Champney’s Indian Institute of 1882-84
providing ‘a fine visual termination of Broad Street (p. 71), and his Late Gothic
Mansfield College of 1887-89, as well as work at New College, Merton and
Somerville; in relation to the latter, more might usefully have been said about the
influence of the new women’s colleges in encouraging more comfortable architectural
modes. It was typical that the massive Town Hall and Library complex, completed
by H.T. Hare in 1893, replaced a modest Georgian building. Towards the end of the
century, some attractive domestic buildings in north Oxford showed signs of Arts and
Crafts and the Queen Anne revival (p. 56), as a result of the university’s decision to
allow dons to marry and live out of college.
The fourth chapter, ‘Taste and Comfort’, moves away from architecture to design,
for no obvious reason. Parissien mounts a strong argument in favour of what he sees
as the empowerment of middle-class householders, especially women, by the
‘astonishing advances in mass-manufacturing techniques’ (p. 77) – nothing is said of
the working conditions of those in the factories from which these products emerged
Those who criticised the new furnishings for their supposed vulgarity are dismissed
– indeed. We are told that Ruskin ‘admired decrepitude, not the gleaming newness
of mass-manufacture’ (p. 79) – hardly an illuminating antithesis. The Design
Reformers are represented as romantic reactionaries. Owen Jones is said to have
inspired Morris, two of whose (unidentified) textile designs are illustrated but not
commented on. Morris’s preference for vegetable dyes is emphasised, a preference
which was apparently motivated by a desire to restrict his colour-range, although it is
gleefully noted that the popular ‘Daffodil’ pattern of 1891 used a bright yellow
artificial dye. Parissien seems unaware that the design is by John Henry Dearle, who
may well have chosen the dyes, or that by 1891 the quality of artificial dyes had
improved so much that they could reasonably be used by Morris and Co. Design
historians who have admired the Arts and Crafts are said to have blithely ignored the
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high cost of their products: ‘for all Morris’s high-flown socialist principles, few working
men and women could actually manage to pay for the sort of furniture and textiles
produced by his admirably ethical workshop’ (p. 85). The sarcastic tone is regrettable,
and there is no acknowledgement of how seriously Morris confronted this issue.
Taking a strongly feminist position, Parissien goes on to call Design Reform a
masculine position, noting that writers on design like Charles Eastlake often blamed
women for the decline of taste – this he extravagantly describes as the ‘victimization
of women’ (p. 87), while he makes no reference to women like Mrs. Orrinsmith and
Mrs. Haweis, whose books of advice were widely read. It is therefore something of a
surprise to read at the end of the chapter of ‘that American doyenne of home design,
Elise de Wolfe’; her dining room at the Colony Club in New York (1907) is pleasingly
illustrated (p. 89).
In the fifth chapter, wittily entitled ‘In with the Old’, the writing happily returns to
a quieter tone. After the First World War there were to be no architectural adventures
– the returning servicemen were to be reassured by well-established styles. The architect
most successful in this mode was Sir Reginald Blomfield, ‘the ideal architect for the
conservative dons of Oxford’ (p. 97). Blomfield had built the attractive Talbot building
for Lady Margaret Hall in 1910 and was to supplement it with the Neo-Georgian
Lodge Building in 1926. He also published the book Modernismus in 1934, in which he
‘savaged recent Modernist architecture in a very Oxonian manner’ (p. 98), deploring
in particular its cosmopolitanism. After the retirement of Blomfield, Giles Gilbert Scott
built for Lady Margaret Hall the Deneke Building (1932) and an impressive chapel in
brick, in an Early Romanesque style (1933). Parissien also praises the Neo-Georgian
Chapel of St. Hugh’s College, by Buckland and Haywood. In contrast, he is critical
of the ‘imperialist bombast and stylistic schizophrenia’ of Herbert Baker’s Rhodes
House of 1926-29, although the building looks pleasant enough, with its well-treed
landscape, in the accompanying photo (pp. 108-9). He also condemns Thomas
Worthington, first for his monolithic Extension to the Radcliffe Science Library, and
then for continuing ‘to trot out the same rubble-faced formula across the city’ (p. 111).
The one building of the period showing architectural distinction is Edward Lutyens’s
Campion Hall, 1935-37, ‘one of the classical masterpieces of Oxford – indeed, one
of the most impressive of Britain’s inter-war buildings’ (p. 112). We are led, too, to
admire a very different building, the ‘brash, confident, Hollywood classicism’ (p. 117)
of the Morris Garages in St. Aldate’s built in 1932 to the designs of Henry Smith,
and now thriving as Oxford Crown Court. But in general the ‘comfortable
conservatism’ (p. 116) of the Twenties and Thirties did little for the look of Oxford.
The New Bodleian Library (1937-40) by Scott is described as no more than ‘a vast
book warehouse’ behind its massive rubbled walls (p. 117).
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Chapter six is entitled ‘Brave New World’, and is appropriately preceded by a
photo of the ‘dramatic concrete fan adorning Philip Dowson’s Nuclear Physics
building of 1967’ (p. 123). But we are soon taken back to the period immediately after
the war, when architecture continued to be restrained by tradition, as in Edward
Maufe’s neo-Georgian Dolphin Quad at St. John’s (1948-49), Albert Richardson’s
sedate Principal’s Lodging at St. Hilda’s (1954-55), Raymond Erith’s new library at
Lady Margaret Hall, begun in 1959 and his Provost’s Lodge at the Queen’s College
(1958-60), and Thomas Rayson’s Tudoresque new range at Mansfield (1960-62). The
most ambitious building of the time was Nuffield College, discussed in the previous
chapter, perhaps because the money for it was given to the university in 1937 by the
motor magnate, of whom we are given a perhaps unnecessarily full account. It was
designed by the deservedly little-known Austen St Barbe Harrison and built from
1949 to 1960. The design is described as ‘lifeless’, and we are told that in his later
years Nuffield ‘went out of his way to avoid driving past the loathsome building’ (p.
121). After this comes Modernism, in the form of the ‘Beehive Block’ at St. John’s by
Michael Powers (1958-59), the attractive Kenyon Building at St. Hughes by David
Roberts (1964-66), the controversial Florey Building at Queen’s by James Stirling
(completed 1971), and the Garden Building at St. Hilda’s by the Smithsons (196870). The influence of Sir Leslie Martin, especially at the St. Cross Building 1961-64,
is deplored, while the city authorities are condemned for the Westgate Centre (197072) and the County Council offices (1974). We then leave Oxford unexpectedly and
dramatically to be given an account of the Classical style employed in some country
houses in the county, including Waverton House by Quinton Terry (1978-80), and
Tusmore Park by William Whitefield (2004).
The city and university remained more eclectic, and during the mid-80s found
their most favoured architect in Richard MacCormack whose buildings place ‘the
user, and not the materials or fittings, at the heart of the design’ (p. 149), to the
satisfaction of many clients. His Oxford work includes the Sainsbury building at
Worcester (1983) and his ‘magisterial and highly effective Garden Quad for St John’s,
of 1993-94’ (p. 151). The prevailing eclecticism made various styles possible, including
Demetri Porhyrios’s Gothic Grove Quad at Magdalen, 1992-95, John Simpson’s
Georgian Pipe Partridge Quad at Lady Margaret Hall, begun in 2010, and Robert
Adam’s Sacker Library of 2001 on a difficult site at the rear of the Ashmolean,
making skilful use of circular forms (attractively illustrated on pp. 154, 155 and 156).
We are then taken out of the city again to admire revivalist buildings by Ben Pentreach
(Fawley House, after 2012), Robert Franklin (conservation work and additions to
Hanwell Castle and Wychwood Manor) and Price Dinsdale Associates at Le Manoir
aux Quat’Saisons in Great Milton. The latter is a fifteenth-century house extended
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in the early twentieth century and now ‘a major global culinary destination’ (p. 167)
– is this phrase ironic? The chef Raymond Blanc restored and extended the building
from 1984 to 1998, using as his builders the firm of Symm, praised throughout the
book for their reliability and quality. Parissien likes the Manoir so much that he offers
one beautiful double-page and two smaller photos of it. He also uses it for the front
cover of the book, where I would have preferred a non-commercial building from
the city itself.
Chapter eight is called ‘Exporting Oxford’, and is concerned with the appeal to
American Anglophiles of what we may see as, at its best, Oxford’s tasteful
traditionalism. Patrons from all parts of the United States during the 1980s – not
before? – furnished commissions for work along these lines. Buildings illustrated
include the library by Steven Ganbrel at the Plaza Apartments in New York City; the
garden facade of Fairfax and Summerson’s house at Litchfield, Connecticut; the study
at a house in Greenwich, Connecticut, and two rooms in Los Angeles, by Ferguson
and Shamamian; a villa in the Hudson Valley by Gil Shafer; the library in Albemarle
House, Virginia, by David Easton, completed 1983 (where, as in other places, the
exported building expertise of Symm was used) and, on a larger scale, Whitman
College in Washington by Demetri Porphyriac. In conclusion, Parissien observes of
the Albemarle House library that it offers the ‘leather-bound assurance’ and ‘wellupholstered security’ of the Oxford tradition transplanted to Virginia (p. 183). To me
it looks heavy and surprisingly masculine in the era of feminism.
The final short chapter takes us back to the locality of Oxford and is entitled ‘Full
Circle’. Just as the book had begun with church buildings, those of Daniel Evans in
the early nineteenth century, it ends, perhaps surprisingly in our secular society, with
two ecclesiastical buildings in the early twenty-first. The Edward King Chapel for
Ripon College at Cuddesdon in South Oxfordshire, 2011-13, is by Niall McLaughlin.
The three photos show an attractive elliptical building with free-Gothic ribs in the
ceiling and walls of yellowish Clipsham stone – a material favoured by Edwardian
architects. It is said to fuse ‘the bare simplicity of the Early Christian churches with
the minimalist Modernism of the 1950s and 1960s and the contemporary
reinterpretations of Gothic forms’ (p. 186). At the same time, a new Roman Catholic
chapel was built at Culham Court on the eastern border of Oxfordshire by Symm,
and designed by Craig Hamilton, an architect admired by the Georgian Society,
whose work elsewhere is – perhaps unnecessarily – illustrated. Perhaps this is to make
up for the fact that the Chapel of Christ the Redeemer, begun in 2013, is shown only
in the plan and elevation. The building is said to synthesise ‘a number of classical
traditions and a wide range of materials, with ‘a subtle palette of limestones and
woods’ in the interior (pp. 192-3). In these buildings, Parissien concludes, Oxford has
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returned to its ‘comfortable revivalist axis’ (p. 193), a position which he evidently finds
congenial. It would be interesting to see whether an account of Cambridge would
offer a similar narrative.
Peter Faulkner
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